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A Survey on DHT-Based Routing for Large-Scale Mobile
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Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are infrastructureless and distributed communication systems that
require sophisticated approaches to routing to cope with node mobility and heterogeneous application re-
quirements. In the past few years, distributed hash table (DHT) has come forth as a useful additional
technique to the design and specification of spontaneous and self-organized networks. Researchers have
exploited its advantages by implementing it at the network layer and developing scalable routing protocols
for MANETs. The implementation of DHT-based routing in a MANET requires different algorithms and
specifications compared to routing in the Internet because a MANET has its unique characteristics, such
as node mobility, spontaneous networking, decentralized architecture, limited transmission range, dynamic
topology, and frequent network partitioning/merging.

In this article, we present a comprehensive survey of research related to DHT-based routing that aims
at enhancing the scalability of MANETs. We present a vivid taxonomy of DHT-based routing protocols and
the guidelines to design such protocols for MANETs. We compare the features, strengths, and weaknesses
of existing DHT-based routing protocols and highlight key research challenges that are vital to address. The
outcome of the analysis serves as a guide for anyone willing to delve into research on DHT-based routing in
MANETs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) provides instant, low-cost, and flexible commu-
nication between groups of people that may not be within transmission range of one
another. Each node in a MANET acts as host (for sending/receiving data) and router
(maintains the routing information to forward data to other nodes). Today, most people
use mobile devices such as cell phones, PDAs, and laptops, which have larger memory,
higher processing capability, and richer functionality compared to 5 years ago [Mobile
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Fig. 1. Classification of routing protocols in MANETs.

Growth Statistics 2012]. Users can store more audio, video, text, and images on them.
Equipped with Bluetooth or WiFi, these devices can communicate with each other with-
out using any communication infrastructure (e.g., cellular infrastructure) and form a
self-organizing MANET.

There are several application scenarios for a MANET ranging from campus and
conference scenarios to emergency operations (like natural disasters and political un-
rests) to military scenarios. The number of users in each application scenario ranges
from a handful of people in an emergency situation to tens and hundreds of people
in campus and conference scenarios to thousands and tens of thousands of people in
political unrest and military applications [Belding-Royer 2003]. Due to these reasons,
a scalable routing protocol is critical for any application that is intended to support a
large number of users in a MANET.

The primary goal of a routing protocol is to establish an efficient route between the
source and the destination nodes, and to provide dynamic topology maintenance and
loop prevention, so that messages can be delivered in a timely manner with minimal
traffic and processing overheads [Deng et al. 2002; Junhai et al. 2009]. A significant
amount of research has been done to address the scalability issue of routing protocols
in MANETs, which has partially succeeded in addressing it by controlling flooding,
lowering traffic overhead, and reducing the size of the routing table. Some of these
routing protocols are implemented on test beds and have been used in real-world
applications [Kiess and Mauve 2007; Kulla et al. 2012]. Based on the role of routing
nodes and the organization of the network, we classify the existing routing protocols
for MANETs into five categories as shown in Figure 1.

1.1. Flat and Hierarchical Routing Protocols for MANETs

In a flat routing protocol, each node has the same role and the network has a flat
structure [Belding-Royer 2003; Rajaraman 2002]. These protocols are suitable for small
networks, and their performance degrades as the network size grows [Awad et al. 2011;
Caleffi and Paura 2011; Eriksson et al. 2007]. Flat routing protocols can be further
classified into reactive or source initiated and proactive or table driven based on how
the protocol reacts to network topology.

Reactive routing protocols establish routes on-demand—that is, these protocols find
the route to a destination only when there is data to be sent. In this way, reactive pro-
tocols avoid the prohibitive cost of maintaining routing information for nodes to which
there is no data to be sent. These routing protocols tend to work well in practice for sce-
narios, where data exchange among nodes is less frequent [Rajaraman 2002]. AODV
[Das et al. 2003], DYMO [Chakeres and Perkins 2008], TORA [Parka and Corsonb
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1997], and LSR [Rangarajan and Garcia-Luna-Aceves 2007] are some well-known
reactive routing protocols. Reactive routing protocols introduce flooding during the
route discovery phase [Abolhasan et al. 2004; Belding-Royer 2003; Jacquet et al. 2001;
Lee et al. 2003; Liu and Kaiser 2003]. The destination node replies to a route request
either by using reverse path (in case of bidirectional link) or by flooding mechanism.

In case the route to the destination node changes frequently due to node mobility or
because a source is communicating with multiple destinations, redundant transmission
during route discovery increases the amount of traffic significantly, hence increasing
the probability of packet collisions. Reactive routing protocols also introduce a route
acquisition latency, or a period of waiting to acquire a route prior to sending the data,
resulting in longer delays [Abolhasan et al. 2004; Belding-Royer 2003].

On the other hand, each node in a proactive routing protocol maintains an up-to-
date routing information to all other nodes in the network, regardless of whether or
not there is data to be sent [Belding-Royer 2003; Rajaraman 2002]. As a result, an
up-to-date route to any other node in the network is immediately available. OLSR
[Jacquet et al. 2001], STAR [Garcia-Luna-Aceves and Spohn 1999], WRP [Murthy and
Garcia-Luna-Aceves 1996], and QOLSR [Munaretto and Fonseca 2007] are some well-
known proactive routing protocols. The dissemination of routing information through
a flooding mechanism and the unnecessary route discovery (hence, unnecessary traffic
overhead) consumes a major portion of the bandwidth. Therefore, these protocols in-
troduce the traffic overhead complexity of an O(n2), resulting in low scalability [Abid
et al. 2014b; Belding-Royer 2003; Liu and Kaiser 2003]. The performance of this kind
of protocols would degrade as the network size increases, which means that it fails to
meet the basic requirement—that is, scalability.

To improve routing scalability, one alternative to the flat routing protocols is cluster-
ing or hierarchical routing protocols [Belding-Royer 2003]. In this approach, nodes take
different roles, such as cluster heads, anchors, root nodes, agents, and gateway nodes
based on the structure used and the organization of nodes in the network [Boukerche
et al. 2011; Sucec and Marsic 2002, 2004; Yang et al. 2007; Yu and Chong 2005].
The basic motivation behind these protocols is to achieve scalability by limiting the
flooding within a certain region, which in turn reduces the overall traffic overhead
on the control and data planes. By grouping nodes into clusters, only selected nodes
forward the route discovery packets, thus reducing redundant traffic [Belding-Royer
2003; Rajaraman 2002; Yang et al. 2007].

Many schemes have used clustering–zone and parent–child relationships to localize
flooding to minimize the traffic overhead for better scalability. For instance, Ritchie
et al. [2006] proposed a scalable on-demand routing protocol that is based on constant
density clustering, where density refers to the number of cluster heads per unit area.
This scheme forms an overlay network of cluster heads and enables a nonhead node
in a cluster to reach its cluster head in one hop. The hierarchical routing protocols are
effective to an extent in achieving network scalability and minimizing flooding but give
rise to other challenges, such as single point of failure, long routes, and centralized
information management [Yu and Chong 2005]. So, in case of high node mobility,
node churn rate, and link failures, these protocols are vulnerable to information loss,
increased traffic overhead, and network performance degradation [Abolhasan et al.
2004; Chen and Heinzelman 2007; Sucec and Marsic 2004; Yu and Chong 2005]. COB
[Ritchie et al. 2006], CEDAR [Sivakumar et al. 1999], ZRP [Samar et al. 2004], and
CBRP [Jiang 1999] are some well-known hierarchical routing protocols for MANETs.

1.2. Geographic Routing and Virtual Coordinate Routing Protocols for MANETs

Routing protocols that utilize knowledge about the geographic location of nodes and
their position in the network is called geographic routing. GPSR [Karp and Kung 2000],
LAR [Ko and Vaidya 2000], GLR [Na and Kim 2006], and SOLAR [Ghosh et al. 2007]
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are some well-known geographical routing protocols. The position of a node is obtained
through GPS or any other external positioning system. The aim of using geographic
position is to confine the route search space into a smaller estimated range and localize
broadcasting of queries. Geographic routing reduces the routing overhead and scales
better in terms of per-router state, because it operates without routing tables and
node location information is maintained only at the router/relay nodes. Unlike source
routing protocols that allow a source node to partially or completely specify the route
a packet takes through the network, nonsource routing protocols determine the path
at each node based on the packet’s destination address. Although geographic routing
is suitable for highly mobile ad hoc networks, it gives rise to a few new challenges.
These protocols may suffer from dead ends while routing packets. Obtaining a node’s
coordinate information is also an expensive task. Furthermore, GPS fails to work in
some circumstances, like indoors or in a tunnel [Alvarez-Hamelin et al. 2006; Mauve
et al. 2001]. Another drawback is that geographic routing may select long detour paths
when there are voids between the source and destination [Na and Kim 2006].

To avoid the problems associated with using GPS, the research community has in-
vestigated different ways to determine the coordinates of nodes in the network. One of
these approaches is the use of virtual coordinates, which are obtained when a node is
switched on and updated each time the node changes its location. The virtual coordi-
nate system is constructed to find an embedding of nodes into a multidimensional space
to reflect the underlying connectivity of the network [Cao and Abdelzaher 2006; Caruso
et al. 2005; Sheu et al. 2007]. The coordinates are either assigned randomly or based on
the hop distance between a node to one or more local/global landmarks or anchor nodes
(ANs) that are selected randomly [Cao and Abdelzaher 2006]. Zhao et al. [2007] assign
a multidimensional hop ID to a node based on its hop distance from all landmarks in the
network. The landmark selection algorithm is controlled by a coordinator that keeps
track of all landmarks in the network. The virtual coordinate–based schemes generate
extensive traffic overhead when selecting landmarks and assigning virtual coordinates
to all nodes, especially when nodes frequently change their geographic positions and
leave/join the network.

We have discussed the basic concepts, aims, merits, and demerits of four basic classes
of routing protocols in MANETs. There are several surveys and tutorials available re-
lated to routing issues and solutions regarding different aspects of MANETs; however,
none has discussed the detailed classification and challenges related to DHT-based
routing in MANETs. To the best of our knowledge, the protocols reviewed in this sur-
vey have not been discussed in this perspective. Previous articles have mainly focused
on proactive, reactive, and hybrid protocols that use flat addressing, cluster/zone based,
hierarchical addressing, and GPS. In the following paragraphs, we give an overview
of a few existing surveys related to routing protocols in MANETs to distinguish our
contribution in this article.

An overview of the state-of-the-art position-based routing protocols for MANETs is
provided by Mauve et al. [2001], which compares different types of location services and
concludes that GLS [Li et al. 2000] and Home Zone [Stojmenovic 1999] provide useful
location services. Later, Liu and Kaiser [2003] discuss and compare routing protocols
based on how they structure and delegate the routing tasks, exploit network metrics,
and evaluate topology. Similarly, Abolhasan et al. [2004] conclude that proactive pro-
tocols based on flat addressing can be made more scalable using GPS. In addition, in
hierarchal routing, the overhead for location management and a single point of failure
can be controlled using GPS. The authors further conclude that the major problem with
these schemes is the traffic overhead for location management.

Yu and Chong [2005] provide a fairly comprehensive overview of clustering and
cluster-based routing protocols in MANETs by classifying these into dominating
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set-based, low-maintenance, mobility-aware, energy-efficient, load-balancing, and
hybrid-clustering protocols. Hanzo and Tafazolli [2007] summarize issues in diverse
QoS routing solutions for MANETs and classify the routing protocols based on their
interaction with the MAC layer. Similarly, Chen and Heinzelman [2007] emphasize
considering bandwidth/delay estimation, overhead in route discovery, and in-band sig-
naling for resource reservation in designing a MANET routing protocol that supports
QoS. Moreover, the authors conclude that cross-layer design is the key to provide QoS
to applications running on MANETs. On the other hand, Li and Wang [2007] compare
diverse routing protocols and related mobility models in VANETs on the basis of node
position information, structure used, and the way these protocols are evaluated. The
authors conclude that position-based routing and geo-casting are more promising than
other routing protocols.

Marwaha et al. [2009] review a variety of ant-based routing proposals and con-
clude that a distributed cooperative mobile agent can reduce control overhead com-
pared to proactive routing protocols. After analyzing a number of routing protocols in
MANETs, Shrivastava et al. [2011] also conclude that congestion-adaptive routing is
more promising than congestion-aware routing. Anand and Prakash [2010] compare
different MANET routing protocols by considering energy efficiency as the key per-
formance indicator. Similarly, Boukerche et al. [2011] provide a taxonomy of routing
protocols in MANETs and uncover the requirements of different protocols. Thanh et al.
[2009] review a few DHT-based protocols that are designed to work in WSN. The survey
does not provide any classification or challenges, and it concludes nothing. Gurmukh
Singh and Singh [2012] provide a very precise review of only three DHT-based proto-
cols for routing. Their review does not provide any classification, potential challenges,
and comparisons of DHT-based protocols. Fersi et al. [2013] investigate mostly those
DHT-based protocols that are designed for data management at the application layer
in WSN. The survey classifies DHT-based protocols into flat and hierarchical protocols
and concludes that sensors dynamism, asymmetric link detection, and bootstrapping
are rarely considered and need to be researched. None of the challenges discussed in
Section 2.2.4 are explained by Fersi et al. [2013].

The surveys discussed previously mainly aim at classifying and comparing MANET
routing protocols based on different attributes and performance indicators; none fo-
cuses on DHT-based routing protocols, which are designed primarily to conduct routing
at the network layer. In this article, we present a comprehensive survey on DHT-based
routing protocols for MANETs proposed in the past 10 years. This work differs from
previous surveys as follows. First, to the best of our knowledge, this survey is the first
that attempts to review comprehensively and discusses critically the most prominent
DHT-based routing protocols developed for MANETs. Second, it presents a fine-grained
taxonomy of DHT-based routing protocols based on how these protocols use DHT. Third,
it compares the features and limitations of existing DHT-based routing protocols and
highlights key research challenges that are vital to be addressed to achieve scalability
in MANETs.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss in detail
the basic concepts, detailed classification, potential challenges, and shortcomings of
existing protocols related to DHT-based routing for MANETs. Section 3 outlines a few
emerging fields of research and the implications of DHT-based routing in those fields.
Section 4 concludes the article.

2. DHT-BASED ROUTING IN MANETS

As an increasing number of users would like to use MANET to share data (text, audio,
video, news, etc.) with other people, one major requirement for the MANET applications
is to support a large number of users (nodes), which is possible only if the core routing
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protocol is scalable. We use the term traditional protocols to refer to routing protocols
discussed in Sections 1.1 and 1.2.

In traditional protocols, the IP address is used to identify a node in the network
and for routing. Therefore, the node identity is equal to the routing address of the
node (static addressing). This assumption is not valid for MANETs because the node
changes its location. In MANETs, the node should have a routing address that reflects
its relative position with respect to its neighbor nodes (dynamic addressing) [Caleffi
et al. 2007]. The routing protocols that use MAC or IP addresses as node identifiers
to perform routing rely on flooding or network-wide dissemination of routing informa-
tion because these identifiers are independent of the relative location of nodes in the
network.

The traditional protocols in Section 1.1 suffers from redundant transmissions due
to flooding during route discovery, which affects scalability of the network. Clustering
mechanism or hierarchical routing protocols are effective to an extent in localizing
flooding but suffer from a single point of failure, long routes, and centralized informa-
tion management [Abid et al. 2014b; Chen and Heinzelman 2007; Sucec and Marsic
2004; Yu and Chong 2005].

Similarly, the traditional routing protocols in Section 1.2 are effective in controlling
flooding but introduce new challenges. For example, these protocols suffer from dead
ends while routing packets; obtaining coordinate information via GPS is expensive
and does not work indoors or in a tunnel [Alvarez-Hamelin et al. 2006; Mauve et al.
2001]. Moreover, these protocols introduce long detour paths when there are voids
between the source and the destination [Eriksson et al. 2007; Na and Kim 2006]. In
addition, the assignment of virtual coordinates using a landmark results in extensive
traffic overhead, especially in application scenarios, where nodes frequently change
their geographic positions and leave/join the network.

The shortcomings of traditional protocols are the key factor that limits the net-
work scalability. It would be possible to support a large network if we could eliminate
network-wide flooding and minimize routing overhead.

To achieve this goal, for the past few years, research has focused on utilizing a DHT
structure as a scalable substrate to provide a diverse set of functionalities, like in-
formation distribution, location service, and location-independent identity, with which
various self-organized applications can be built [Das et al. 2008; Frey 2004; Viana
et al. 2005]. In a self-organized system, the identity and location of nodes are con-
sidered separately because nodes are mobile and the network topology continuously
changes. In this context, providing a scalable location service in a situation where there
is a relationship between the location and identity of a node is a challenging task. This
challenge evolves the concept of dynamic addressing, where a node changes its address
according to its location. DHT provides a scalable way to decouple node location from
its identity and facilitate general mapping between them.

Before discussing the detailed classification and challenges of DHT-based routing
in MANETs, the following section explains the basic DHT concepts that would be
helpful in understanding the whole idea of integrating DHT at the network layer (see
Section 2.2.2) for the purpose of routing.

2.1. DHTs and DHT-Based Logical Identifier Structure

DHT supports a scalable and unified platform for managing application data. It pro-
vides a logical identifier (LID)-based indirect routing and location framework [Eriksson
et al. 2007]. Moreover, it offers a simple application programming interface for design-
ing a protocol that can be used for a variety of applications [Baccelli and Schiller 2008;
Eriksson et al. 2007]. Table I lists the definition of important terms to clarify the
concepts related to DHT-based routing.
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Table I. Definitions of Important Terms Related to DHT-Based Routing in MANETs

Anchor Node (AN) A node that holds the mapping information of other nodes with respect to
its logical space portion (LSP). Any node in the logical network can act
as an AN.

Logical Identifier (LID) A unique ID that identifies a node in the logical identifier structure (LIS);
it describes the relative position of that node in the LIS.

Logical Space (LS) A user defined address space from which each node obtains its LID.
Logical Identifier
Structure (LIS)

A logical network that arranges nodes according to their LID following
some structure, such as a cord [Awad et al. 2011] and a ring [Caesar
et al. 2006].

Logical Network (LN) The interconnection of nodes based on their LIDs.
Logical Space Portion/LS
Portion (LSP)

A subset of the entire LS that is disjoint from that of other nodes.

Universal Identifier
(UID)

An identifier of a node that is public, unique, and remains the same
throughout the network lifetime. It could be the IP or MAC address of a
node.

The DHT maps application data/values to keys, which are m-bit identifiers drawn
from the logical space (LS). A node participating in the DHT is assigned a universal
identifier (UID) and an LID. The LID is drawn from the same LS [Shah et al. 2012].
Each node has a disjoint subset of the whole LS, referred to as the LS Portion (LSP),
which is used to store the database of keys of application data/values to resolve address
resolution queries. A data item itself or its index information is stored at node P if the
key of the data item falls in the LSP of P. DHTs provide two methods, namely Insert(k,v)
and Lookup(k), where k and v represent the key and its value, respectively. A DHT
defines how the logical identifier structure (LIS) is fabricated (i.e., it defines the logical
addressing of nodes), how node state is maintained (i.e., lookup procedure), and how
communication between nodes is carried out in LN (i.e., routing). All of these operations
depend on the structure in which these nodes are interlinked with each other. Figure 2
illustrates an example of the basic concepts related to DHT-based addressing—look-up
and routing. The range of the LS is {0-2m}, where m = 3. The letters a, b, c . . . refer to
the UID of nodes, whereas the numbers 1, 2, 3 . . . refer to the LID of nodes. The nodes
are arranged in a ring-shaped logical network (LN) in an increasing order of their
LIDs. Each node maintains its one-hop logical neighbors (Lnbr) in the ring—that is,
its predecessor and successor nodes and physical neighbors to perform routing on both
control and data planes. A greedy routing approach is adopted in which a neighbor with
the closest LID compared to the destination node’s LID becomes the next hop toward
the destination node. A physical network (PN) of six nodes with its corresponding
ring-LN is illustrated in Figure 2.

Next, we provide an explanation of the operations in an LN:

—LID addressing: To join a network, a node is assigned an LID either by hashing the
UID of the node or based on the LIDs of its neighbor nodes. For example, a node
with UID f obtains its LID 5 from its logical neighbor node e with LID 4 as shown in
Figure 2(a). In addition to its LID, node f obtains its corresponding LSP (5–8) that
is a subset of the whole LS.

—Lookup: After computing its LID, a node computes its AN to store its own mapping
information. For this purpose, a consistent hashing function (e.g., SHA-1) is used
that takes the UID of the joining node as input and generates a hashed value h(v)
within the range of the LS. LIDs of nodes and h(v) are drawn from the same LS.
A node whose LID is closest to the h(v) becomes the AN for the joining node’s LID.
Referring to Figure 2(b), node 5 computes the LID of its AN by applying the hash
function on its UID as hash {f} = 2.3. The resulting hashed value (2.3) is closest to
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Fig. 2. An example of DHT-based routing.

the node with LID 2 and also falls in its LSP, which is 2–3. This means that node 2
acts as an anchor for node 5. Node 5 then stores its mapping information (LID, UID,
and LSP) at node 2. For this purpose, node 5 selects one of its logical and physical
neighbor nodes with the LID closest to the hashed value (i.e., 2.3). Similarly, each
intermediate hop repeats the same process until the mapping information arrives at
node 2, as shown by the red dotted arrows in Figure 2(b). Let’s say that node 0 wants
to send a data packet to node 5. The first step is then to locate the AN of node 5 by
applying a hash {f}, which results clearly in hashed value (i.e., 2.3 that is closest to
node with LID 2). A request query is then routed toward node 2, as shown by the
green dotted arrows in Figure 2(b). Node 2 responds with the reply containing the
mapping information (i.e., LID and LSP) of node 5 (see the light blue dotted arrows
in Figure 2(b)), which allows node 0 to communicate directly with node 5, as shown
in Figure 2(c).

—Routing: To route a data/control packet to any destination, a source node forwards
the data packet to one of its neighbor nodes, which has the closest LID to that of the
destination LID in the packet. This process repeats until the data packet arrives at
the destination node. The route traversed by a data packet from node 0 to node 5
using its LID and LSP is given by the black dotted arrows in Figure 2(c).

An LIS/overlay/LN is a layer on top of the PN [Abid et al. 2014a; Shah et al. 2012].
Therefore, a direct link between two nodes in the LIS may span multihops in the
PN [Shah 2011], as shown in Figure 3. Each node stores information about a certain
number of logical neighbors, depending on the specification of the routing algorithm,
and employs a deterministic algorithm to route the query for key k from the requesting
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Fig. 3. Overlay network over PN.

node to the destination node. This lookup is achieved in O(f(n)) logical hops, where f(n)
is a function of the number of neighbors a node has in the LIS.

Now that we have introduced the basic terms and concepts of DHT-based routing and
location services, the following sections describe in detail the classification, challenges,
and features of DHT-based routing protocols, followed by a critique of the existing work.

2.2. Classification of DHT-Based Routing Protocols

The DHT-based approaches were initially proposed to work at the application layer
for peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay over the Internet. Later, researchers exploited these
protocols to work with MANETs, which have a totally different network architecture
compared to the Internet. DHT-based LIS is investigated for MANETs in two ways:

(1) Due to advances in wireless and mobile technology, P2P overlays can also be de-
ployed over MANETs, and several approaches have been proposed to do so—we call
these approaches DHT-based overlay-deployment protocols. These approaches are
designed to work at the application layer and rely on the underlying routing proto-
col at the network layer. An overview of these approaches is given in Section 2.2.1.

(2) Both DHT-based P2P overlays and MANET share common characteristics, such
as self-organization, decentralized architecture, and dynamic topology. There is a
synergy between P2P overlays and MANET [Hu et al. 2003], which can be ex-
ploited for large-scale routing. In the past few years, DHT-based overlays have
been adopted for large-scale MANET routing protocols by implementing DHT di-
rectly at the network layer [Awad et al. 2008; Awad et al. 2011; Caesar et al. 2006;
Caleffi et al. 2007; Eriksson et al. 2007; Garcia-Luna-Aceves and Sampath 2009;
Jain et al. 2011; Zhao et al. 2009]. We name these approaches DHT-based
paradigm for large-scale routing. An overview of these approaches is presented in
Section 2.2.2.

2.2.1. DHT-Based Overlay Deployment Protocols. We first discuss a few state-of-the-art
P2P overlay based resource/service discovery mechanisms. Then, we discuss several
schemes that have been proposed for P2P networks over MANET.

Stoica et al. [2001] propose a decentralized overlay deployment protocol, named
Chord, which stores key-value pairs for distributed contents. Chord assigns an m-bit
LID to each node from a predefined identifier space (i.e., 0 to 2m−1) by applying a hash
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Fig. 4. Functionalities of Chord (a), Pastry (b), CAN (c), and Tapestry (d). From Eng et al. [2005]. c© IEEE
2005.

function over the node’s UID. Similarly, each content is assigned a key k by hashing
the content name from the same identifier space that is used to assign LIDs to nodes.
Chord arranges nodes in a ring structure in order of increasing LIDs. The key-value
pairs are placed at the first Chord node, whose LID is equal to or greater than the value
of the key. This node is called the successor node of k. When a new node n joins the
network, certain keys are assigned to n that previously were assigned to its successor.
In case node n leaves the Chord, all of the key-value pairs stored at n are transferred
to n’s successor. Figure 4(a) illustrates a Chord ring of m = 6 with 10 nodes. Lookup
queries involve the matching of key and node LID.

For instance, node 8 in Figure 4(a) performs a lookup for k = 54. Node 8 maintains
a routing table with up to m entries, called a finger table, as shown in Figure 4(a). The
first entry in the finger table of node 8 points to node 14 in the Chord ring, as node 14
is the first node that succeeds (8+20) mod 26 = 9. Similarly, the last entry in the finger
table of node 8 points to node 42—that is, the first node that succeeds (8 + 25) mod
26 = 40. In this way, each node maintains a finger table and stores information about
a small number of other nodes in the Chord ring. Node 8 initiates the lookup operation
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for k = 54, which eventually returns the successor of k = 56—that is, node 56 using
the path node 8→ node 42→ node 51→ node 56. The response to the lookup query is
returned along the reverse of the path.

In the steady state, each Chord node maintains routing information about O(logN)
other nodes and resolves all lookups via O(logN) messages to other nodes, where N is
the number of nodes in the network. To update the routing table or in case of nodes
leaving and joining the ring, Chord requires O(log2 N) messages [Meshkova et al. 2008].
The LIDs are assigned to nodes without taking the physical topology (PT) into account,
which means a single hop in the overlay network would be multiple hops long in the
PN.

Rowstron and Druschel [2001] propose a decentralized object location and routing
protocol, named Pastry, which randomly assigns each pastry node a 128-bit LID from
a circular logical space that ranges from 0 to 2128 − 1 such that the resulting set of
nodes’ LIDs is uniformly distributed in the 128-bit logical space. The LIDs and keys
are a sequence of digits with base B value. Pastry is a hybrid protocol, where lookup
for a key-value pair is performed either in a tree-like structure or a ring-like manner
similar to Chord. In Pastry, a message is routed toward a node whose LID is numerically
closest to the given key k. Pastry uses prefix routing, in which a node p forwards the
message to a node q whose LID is at least one digit (or b bits) longer than the prefix that
k shares with the p’s LID. Figure 4(b) illustrates the route from pastry node 37A0F1
for key B57B2D.

Pastry takes into account the physical proximity of nodes in the overlay network.
A pastry node maintains three tables (a routing table, a neighborhood set, and a leaf
set) to assist the routing process. The routing table complexity is O(logBN), where B
is typically equal to 2b with b = 4 [Meshkova et al. 2008]. Each entry in the routing
table of node p contains the UID of a pastry node whose LID shares the p’s LID in the
first n digits, but whose (n + 1)th digit has one of the B – 1 possible values other than
the (n + 1)th digit in the p’s LID [Eng Keong et al. 2005]. The neighborhood set of a
pastry node p contains the LIDs and UIDs of B or 2B pastry nodes that are closest in
proximity to p. Pastry uses UID routing geographic distance as the scalar proximity
metric. The leaf set of a pastry node p consists of pastry nodes with B or 2B numerically
closest larger LIDs and B or 2B numerically smaller LIDs with respect to the p’s LID.
Pastry guarantees delivery of messages with good reliability and fault resiliency even
with concurrent pastry nodes fails, unless B/2 or 2B/2 pastry nodes with adjacent LIDs
fail simultaneously.

Ratnasamy et al. [2001] propose a distributed content addressable P2P infrastruc-
ture called CAN. CAN is designed around a virtual multidimensional coordinate space
on a multitorus. This coordinate space is randomly partitioned into zones, and each
node has its own distinct zone. A CAN node keeps information (i.e., UID and logical
coordinate zone) of its 2d neighbors, where d is the dimensions of the logical space.
When a new node joins the system, an existing CAN node splits its zone into two
halves. The existing CAN node retains the first half and allocates the other half to
the newly joining node. In addition, the existing CAN node handovers the key-value
pairs corresponding to the other half—that is, allocates to the newly joining node. After
obtaining its zone, the new peer learns the UID of its neighbor nodes. In case a CAN
node leaves the system, CAN ensures that one of its neighbor node takes over its zone.
A CAN node uses soft-state updates to ensure that all of its CAN neighbor nodes learn
about the changes that occurred in its routing information and update their neighbor
tables accordingly.

In CAN, the key-value pairs are mapped uniformly on the multitorus by using a hash
function, and each node stores the key-value pairs that are allocated to its zone. CAN
uses a greedy routing strategy, where a message is routed to the neighbor of a node that
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is closer to the required location. For N number of nodes in the network and multitorus
with d dimensions, the lookup complexity of CAN is O(d.N1/d) [Meshkova et al. 2008].
Figure 4(c) illustrates a simple routing path from CAN node X to CAN node E. The
average routing path length in a CAN’s d-dimensional logical space partitioned into z
zones is (d/4).(z1/d) hops.

Zhao et al. [2004] propose a tree-based P2P overlay, named Tapestry, which em-
ploys decentralized randomness to achieve both load distribution and routing locality.
Tapestry supports an LN for locating named content and assigns multiple roots to each
content to avoid a single point of failure. It differs from Pastry in handling content
replication and network locality. It uses the correlation between Tapestry node’s LID
and content’s key k to route a message. Tapestry uses suffix lookup and routing, in
which the next Tapestry hop is the one that shares a suffix of at least length l with
the destination LID. Figure 4(d) illustrates the path taken by a message from Tapestry
node 5230 destined for Tapestry node 42AD. Tapestry guarantees the delivery of mes-
sages in O(logBN) hops, where N is the number of nodes and B is the base value.
Each Tapestry node maintains a routing table that consists of levels, where each level
l contains pointers to a set of Tapestry nodes that matches the suffix for that level.
Each Tapestry node maintains logBN entries, where B = 4. Next, we provide a descrip-
tion of a few schemes for DHT-based overlays over MANETs that have been proposed
recently.

Pucha et al. [2004] integrate the functionality of the DHT protocol operating in a
logical namespace with an underlying MANET routing protocol operating in a physical
namespace. However, the protocol does not consider the hop count between nodes in the
PN, which causes undesirable long end-to-end latency. Furthermore, Zahn and Schiller
[2005] provide an explicit consideration of locality by arranging nodes that have a
common logical ID prefix in the same cluster so that they are likely to be physically
close. This approach of clustering also helps to reduce control overhead. They used
AODV as the underlying protocol and modified it from a network-wide broadcast to a
cluster-wide broadcast. By meeting these requirements, packets take a shorter route
in the overlay network as well as in the PN.

Kummer et al. [2006] improve Chord [Stoica et al. 2001] over MANET by main-
taining a peer’s physically adjacent peers along with its logical neighboring peers. A
lookup query from peer P is forwarded to the closest logical neighboring peer among P’s
physically adjacent neighboring peers. This approach also has some limitations. First,
maintaining the physical adjacent neighboring peers along with the logical neighbor-
ing peers generates redundant routing traffic. Second, the physically adjacent peers
are not necessarily the logical neighboring peers that lead to a random distribution of
the DHT structure rather than a systematic one in the network, resulting in a larger
file lookup delay. Another approach by Da Hora et al. [2009] to improve the perfor-
mance of Chord [Stoica et al. 2001] over MANET uses redundant transmissions of the
file-lookup query to avoid frequent loss of query packets due to packet collision. This
approach suffers from a large file retrieval delay. In addition, it does not attempt to
construct an overlay that matches the PN and may perform poorly in MANETs.

Shin and Arbaugh [2009] adopt a different approach by proposing Ring Interval
Graph Search (RIGS), which is suitable for static scenarios. RIGS is not a distributed
approach, as it requires the topology information of the entire network to construct the
spanning tree containing all peers in the PN for building up RIGS. Similarly, Sözer
et al. [2009] use DHT and the topology-based tree structure to store the file index and
the routing information and to unify the lookup and routing functionalities. The limi-
tation of this scheme is that peers (nodes that are participating in P2P overlay) cannot
communicate if they are separated by some intermediate nonpeer(s) (nodes other than
peers in P2P overlay), resulting in P2P network partition. A network partition may
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also occur at the overlay layer if two peers do not have a parent–child relationship even
though they are within communication range in the PN.

Later, Shah and Qian [2011] introduce a root peer in the P2P network. In this
approach, each peer stores a disjoint portion of the ID space such that the peer closer to
the root peer has a lower portion of the ID space. This scheme introduces heavy traffic
overhead in exchanging information when the node’s distance to the root peer changes.

A more recent approach to P2P overlay proposed by Shah et al. [2012] focuses mainly
on the locality of the node and ensures that neighbors in the overlay network are
physically close. Moreover, the LS portions of each directly connected neighboring peers
should be consecutive in the overlay. The distribution of the LS ensures that physically
adjacent peers are also close to each other in the overlay topology.

From the preceding discussion, we identify that the main problems in applying
DHT-based P2P overlays in MANETs are (1) lack of explicit consideration of locality,
(2) frequent route breaks caused by node mobility and superfluous application-level
routing due to broadcast in the underlying routing protocols, (3) high-maintenance
overhead incurred by maintaining the DHT routing structures, and (4) a need for
an explicit mechanism to detect the partitioning and merging of P2P overlays at the
application layer [Shah and Qian 2010a, 2010b].

Researchers also try to apply the DHT-based overlay-deployment protocols directly
at the network layer. Unfortunately, those protocols are designed for the application
layer and cannot be used directly at the network layer for routing because they assume
that reachability of nodes in the underlying network through the routing protocol. In
addition, these protocols do not consider network topology changes in the underlying
network.

2.2.2. DHT Paradigm for Large-Scale Routing. DHT distributes the LS and node location
information throughout the network by providing a mapping mechanism that decouples
the identification of a node from its location. This characteristic motivates the research
community to use DHT to devise large-scale routing protocols for MANETs that can be
used directly at the network layer. DHT at the network layer is used in three ways:

—DHT for addressing: DHT is applied to assign unique LID from the LS, which is used
for routing in the LN. The LID could be location dependent (i.e., the LID changes
with the location of a node and shows its relative position in the LIS, termed as
locators [Sampath and Garcia-Luna-Aceves 2009]) or location independent (i.e., the
LID does not change with the location of the node and is retained for the entire
network lifetime; termed fixed LIDs [Caesar et al. 2006]). LID can be assigned to a
node either by hashing its UID from the LS (e.g., VRR [Caesar et al. 2006]) or on the
basis of LIDs of its neighbor nodes (e.g., VCP [Awad et al. 2011]).

—DHT as a location service: DHT is used to provide a location service to look up the
location or mapping information of a node. It provides a distributed location structure
to maintain the mapping information of nodes [Viana et al. 2005]. After a node is
assigned coordinates using either GPS or a GPS-free positioning system [Caruso
et al. 2005; Ratnasamy et al. 2003], it advertises its mapping information (i.e., both
coordinates and UID) to its AN. For instance, in Blazevic et al. [2001], Hubaux et al.
[2001], Li [2001], PDOS [2002], and Xue et al. [2001], DHT is used only for location
services.

—DHT for routing: DHT is used to disseminate information (data packets, control
packets, and mapping advertisements) in LN at both the control and data planes.
The routing decisions are made in two ways:
(1) Logical information: The packet forwarding is decided by utilizing only logi-

cal neighbors of the node in the LN. The number of logical neighbors depends
on the connection order of the LIS. A node determines the next hop among its
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Table II. Classification of DHT-Based Routing Protocols Based on How They Use DHT

logical neighbors on the basis of the LIDs of its logical neighbors (1-hop/2-hop).
For example, in Caleffi et al. [2007], Eriksson et al. [2007], Sampath and Garci-
a-Luna-Aceves [2009], and Zhao et al. [2009], the routing decision for a packet is
made by utilizing only a node’s logical neighbor information.

(2) Logical and physical information: The routing decision for a packet utilizes log-
ical neighbor information (LIDs and LSPs) as well as physical neighbor infor-
mation of the node. Here, the physical neighbor information comprises of LIDs
and LSPs of physical neighbors that are not adjacent to the node in LIS. A node
determines the next hop of a packet based on the LID of both its logical and
physical neighbor nodes (1-hop/2-hop). For example, in Awad et al. [2008] and
Awad et al. [2011], the routing decision is made at the node by considering both
its logical and physical neighbor information.

Table II summarizes how different protocols use DHT at the network layer in the
ways mentioned previously.
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Fig. 5. Classification of DHT-based protocols.

DHT-based protocols that are mainly designed to work at the network layer in
MANETs can be further classified into three categories based on how they implement
DHT as described in Table II. First, DHT is used for addressing and routing without
using lookup services [Caesar et al. 2006; Zhao et al. 2009], referred to as DHT-like
protocols (see Section 2.2.5). In these protocols, a node is assigned a fixed LID from the
LS by hashing its UID. This LID uniquely identifies a node in the network and is used
to perform data routing among nodes. Second, DHT is used only for lookup services as
in Blazevic et al. [2001], Hubaux et al. [2001], Li [2001], PDOS [2002], and Xue et al.
[2001]. In these protocols, node addressing is performed by using either geographical
means via GPS or any other position assignment mechanism [Caruso et al. 2005], and
DHT provides a distributed location structure to maintain the mapping information
of nodes. Third, DHTs define the addressing and routing mechanism in addition to
location services (see Section 2.2.6).

In this article, our focus is mainly on the protocols that are related to the first and
third categories because the challenges discussed in Section 2.2.4 are related to the
protocols that fall into these two categories. The protocols related to the second category
do not maintain LIS and do not assign LIDs to nodes from the LS. In this category, the
addressing and location services are completely independent. Moreover, the routing
decisions are performed at the node based on the addresses (geographic coordinates)
obtained by GPS or any other positioning system. Such protocols only utilize DHT to
locate the geographic coordinates of the destination in the network. Figure 5 shows the
detailed classification of DHT-based routing protocols.

Before describing in detail the challenges that are critical to address to design a
DHT-based large-scale routing in MANETs, the following section briefly describes the
advantages and disadvantages of using DHT services for routing in MANETs.

2.2.3. Advantages and Disadvantages of Implementing the DHT Services. The advantages of
using DHT for routing in MANETs are as follows:

(1) DHTs impose a structure on the LN that enables one to choose routing table entries
satisfying a certain criteria depending on the respective DHTs [Castro et al. 2010].
This structure allows DHTs to introduce an upper bound of O(log N) on the number
of hops, where N is the number of nodes, which means a node needs to coordinate
with only a few other nodes in the logical structure to reach the destination node
that removes flooding and reduces routing overhead [Gerla et al. 2005]. DHT-based
approaches outperform non–DHT-based approaches when the number of nodes, the
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number of objects, or the query rate increases, since they do not introduce flooding
in the network [Awad et al. 2011; Caleffi and Paura 2011; Eriksson et al. 2007].

(2) DHT-based approaches introduce autonomy and decentralization in the system,
which allow nodes to communicate with each other without any central coordi-
nation. This enhances the fault tolerance of the system when nodes continuously
join, leave, and fail, resulting in a scalable network that functions efficiently even
with hundreds and thousands of nodes [Awad et al. 2011; Caleffi and Paura 2011;
Eriksson et al. 2007].

(3) Unlike non–DHT-based approaches (e.g., AODV, DSR), DHT-based approaches for
routing similar to the content-sharing approaches (e.g., P2P over MANETs) ensure
that if the requesting node does not receive a reply from an AN, then it is either
a lookup query or the reply to the lookup query has been lost in the network due
to packet collision. This is because on receiving the lookup query, if the AN does
not have the LID of the destination node, it sends NULL value in the reply to the
requesting node. This ensures that if the requesting node does not receive a reply,
then it is either the lookup query or the reply to the lookup query has been lost in
the network due to packet collision.

On the other hand, DHT-based services impose the following disadvantages:

(1) Unlike traditional proactive routing protocols (e.g., OLSR), the route to the desti-
nation node is not immediately available in DHT-based routing protocols. In these
protocols, a source node s first obtains the LID of the destination node d from d’s
AN, then s sends a packet toward node d using the d’s LID. This introduces a delay
at the requesting node to obtain the LID of the destination node before data is to
be sent to the destination node. This delay can be avoided or reduced by using a
caching/replication mechanism.

(2) Connectivity of nodes in the LIS is the minimal requirement to the functionality
of a DHT-based routing protocol that introduces routing traffic in the network. In
case of high mobility, the network topology changes more frequently, which leads
to higher maintenance and routing overhead in the network. Support toward high
mobility in DHT-based routing protocols for MANETs is itself a major challenge,
which needs immediate attention.

Before describing in detail the working features and shortcomings of protocols that
utilize DHT for addressing and DHT for routing in Section 2.2.5 and Section 2.2.6,
respectively, Section 2.2.4 describes the challenges that are critical to address to design
a DHT-based large-scale routing in MANETs.

2.2.4. Challenges and Requirements to Develop DHT-Based Large-Scale Routing Protocols for
MANETs. Now that we have introduced the basic terms, concepts, and detailed clas-
sification of DHT-based routing and location services, in this section we describe the
challenges that are critical to address to design a DHT paradigm for large-scale routing
in MANETs.

2.2.4.1. Mismatch between Logical and Physical Topologies. In DHT-based LIS, each
node is assigned an LID from the LS and is responsible for maintaining a disjoint
portion of the LS—that is, the LSP. In addition, the node maintains a connection
to each neighbor that has an LID close to its own LID. These neighbors are called
logical neighbors of the node and can be different from its physical neighbors. The
LIS in Figure 6(a) and (b) describes the logical interpretation of the PT illustrated in
Figure 6(c). We assume that each node in the LIS maintains information about one-hop
logical neighbors. The mismatch between logical and physical topologies, also known
as the mismatch/ill-match problem, can be analyzed in the following two ways.
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Fig. 6. An example of path-stretch penalty caused by uncorrelated logical address space and PN.

Case 1: A node’s logical neighbors may not be its physical neighbors, resulting in an
ill match between the LIS and PT [Baccelli and Schiller 2008; Shah et al. 2012]. It has
a more negative impact in MANETs, especially when LIS is implemented directly at
the network layer.

Figure 6 illustrates the ill-match problem between LIS and PT, which causes redun-
dant traffic and high lookup latency. Figure 6(a) and (c) show that the one-hop neighbors
of node 1 in the LIS—that is, node 2 and node 10—are not its adjacent neighbors in the
PT (the physical neighbors of node 1 are node 4 and node 9). This results in a mismatch
between the LIS and PT. Suppose that node 1 initiates a query for node 5. The protocol
forwards the query to node 2 in the LIS because node 2 is a logical neighbor of node 1
and closer to the destination node 5. This produces 3 transmissions in PT after passing
through links 1–9, 9–3, and 3–2. On receiving the query, node 2 forwards the query
toward node 3, which is one of its logical neighbors and closer to the destination node
5. This produces 1 transmission on the link 2–3 in PT. Similarly, node 3 then forwards
the query to its logical neighbor node 4 in the LIS. This additionally produces 2 trans-
missions in PT: 3–9 and 9–4. Node 4 has node 5 as its logical neighbor in the LIS, which
is the final destination of the query. So, node 4 forwards the query to node 5 in the LIS.
This additionally produces 4 transmissions in PT: 4–9, 9–3, 3–2, and 2–5. The overall
transmission for a query from node 1 to node 5 in the LIS produces 4 transmissions,
which are shown as brown dotted arrows in Figure 6(a). However, the same produces
10 transmissions in PT, which are shown as the brown dotted arrows in Figure 6(c). In
this example, we can see that the query passes through links 2–3, 3–9, and 4–9 more
than once, resulting in redundant traffic as well in larger end-to-end latency.

Based on the preceding problem, the primary requirement in designing a large-scale,
DHT-based routing protocol is that neighbor nodes in the LIS should also be adjacent
in the PT to reduce the end-to-end latency and redundant traffic at both the control
and data planes.

Case 2: A few approaches [Alvarez-Hamelin et al. 2006; Awad et al. 2008; Awad
et al. 2011; Caesar et al. 2006] maintain a node’s adjacent neighbors in PT along with
its logical adjacent neighbors in LIS in an attempt to avoid the mismatch problem in
Case 1. This approach is also not effective in completely avoiding the ill match between
the LIS and PT, as shown in Figure 6(b). For example, node 2 initiates a query toward
node 9. Node 2 has nodes 1 and 3 as logical neighbors in the LIS, whereas its physical
neighbors are node 3 and node 8, as shown in Figure 6(b) and (c), respectively. Node
2 selects node 8 as its next hop toward destination node 9 among its physical and
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logical neighbors (i.e., nodes 1, 3, 8), because node 8 is numerically closest to node 9
by using the greedy routing approach. This moves the query away from node 9 in PT
by generating one transmission. After receiving the query, node 8 forwards the query
toward node 9 because it is the closest among the logical and physical neighbors of
node 8. This further produces three transmissions in the PT, on links 8–2, 2–3, and
3–9, shown as green dotted arrows in Figure 6(b) and (c). So, to deliver the query from
node 2 to node 9, the total number of transmissions in the PT is four, which is higher
because there is a shorter route in PT from node 2 to node 9 through links 2–3 and 3–9
in PT, which requires only two transmissions (see Figure 6(c)).

Based on the preceding problem, the second requirement in designing a large-scale,
DHT-based routing protocol is that a node in LIS should be logically close to all of its
physically adjacent nodes. This reduces the number of transmissions when forwarding
a query/packet to a destination, thus reducing both end-to-end latency and redundant
traffic at the control and data planes.

2.2.4.2. High Maintenance Overhead. The DHT maintenance procedure ensures rout-
ing convergence and efficiency in terms of the number of hops in the LIS. As network
topology continuously changes in MANETs, each node periodically runs some proce-
dures to ensure consistent and up-to-date information in its routing table. Each opera-
tion may require a route discovery. The traffic overhead incurred by such procedures is
high for bandwidth-constrained networks like MANETs. For reactive routing protocols,
the overhead is up to O(n), where n is the number of nodes in the network [Shen et al.
2010].

Proactive routing requires periodic flooding of topology control messages, which is
particularly costly in MANETs. It is also difficult to achieve convergence in MANETs,
as frequent topology changes may trigger multiple route discoveries. Furthermore, the
ill match between the LIS and PT would worsen this issue because more bandwidth
would be consumed in obtaining routes that are unnecessarily long. The situation could
be even worse than simple flooding in resolving requests for data items.

To overcome this problem, the third requirement for designing a large-scale, DHT-
based routing protocol is that a node should control the traffic overhead by carefully
calling the DHT maintenance procedures to reduce redundant traffic at both the control
and data planes.

2.2.4.3. Selection of LIS. The structure interconnecting the nodes in the LS is another
challenge to the performance of a DHT-based routing protocols in MANETs. Different
protocols have used different structures, such as cord [Awad et al. 2008], ring [Caesar
et al. 2006; Stoica et al. 2001], hypercube [Alvarez-Hamelin et al. 2006], and binary
tree [Caleffi et al. 2007; Eriksson et al. 2007] to organize nodes in the LS.

The resilience of a protocol in terms of route selection strongly depends on the shape
of the LS structure, and there is always a trade-off between robustness and complex-
ity in choosing the LS structure [Gummadi et al. 2003]. For example, tree, ring, and
cord structures are less complex and easy to maintain. Unfortunately, these struc-
tures offer low flexibility in route selection that directly degrades the routing perfor-
mance and eventually results in poor resilience toward link failures and node mobility
[Alvarez-Hamelin et al. 2006]. Moreover, the parent–child relationship in a tree struc-
ture inherently suffers from longer routes, and the parent node is responsible for
maintaining most of the information. This makes the network more centralized.

On the other hand, using multidimensional Cartesian Space structures, such as
a sphere or hypercube, for LS can enhance the resilience toward node failure and
node mobility, which provides more flexibility in route selection [Viana et al. 2005].
These structures also help in even distribution of the LS among nodes, resulting in a
balanced traffic at each node and inefficient bandwidth utilization. Moreover, this type
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of structure provides a means to map the PT to the LIS in such a way that the logical
distance between two nodes is close to their physical distance, resulting in shorter
forwarding routes between the nodes.

Therefore, the fourth requirement for designing a large-scale, DHT-based routing
protocol is that the LS structure selection should support flexible route selection. This
is an important issue because it directly affects routing performance in terms of path
length, traffic concentration, and resilience to link failure.

2.2.4.4. Address Space Utilization. Efficient utilization of the LS is one of the major
concerns in the design of a large-scale, DHT-based routing protocol. The LS should be
evenly distributed among all nodes in the LIS. As mentioned in Section 2.1, each node
in the LIS holds a portion of the whole LS and stores information about other nodes
or data. The LSPs allocated to each node should be equal in capacity so that it results
in relatively equal handling of information on each node. This implies that the load to
each node should be distributed evenly and that each node has an equal opportunity
to store information. The benefit of maintaining such a structure is that minimum
information has to be transferred in case a node leaves the network, which might
directly affect the traffic overhead at both the control and data planes. In addition, the
traffic overhead can be reduced by effective replication or caching schemes, which are
vital for any DHT-based routing schemes. One more element that plays a vital role in
distributing the LS is the shape of the LIS.

2.2.4.5. Partitioning and Merging. The limited transmission range of nodes and their
mobility can cause both network partitioning and network merging in MANETs. Net-
work partitioning is the breakdown of a connected topology into two or more discon-
nected parts [Ritter et al. 2004]. A node in one partition cannot access a node in another
partition. Network merging is the merging of two or more disconnected topologies into
one topology after nodes come into transmission range of each other. In DHT-based
protocols, nodes are arranged in a tree, cord, or ring, where paths are limited by some
hierarchical structure that allows only one path between any two nodes, resulting in
low flexibility when selecting routes—this is unlike the greater flexibility offered by
the multidimensional approaches. There is a higher chance of LIS partitioning, which
directly depends on the structure of the LS. As discussed before, if the structure is
resilient in terms of route selection because it maintains multiple routes to a node,
it would avoid unnecessary route discovery/recovery. If a route to a node is lost due
to network partitioning, another route to the node can be utilized provided the node
is accessible in the network. Similarly, when two PNs merge, then their LIS would
be disjointed [Shah and Qian 2010a, 2010b]. To detect this situation and merge the
LNs, a DHT-based protocol should support seamless merging of LIS, which is a great
challenge. Most protocols discussed in Sections 2.2.5 and 2.2.6 have not addressed the
merging of partitioned networks, which is a major concern, especially in DHT-based
LIS.

2.2.4.6. Replication Strategy/Replica Management. Effective replication/replica
management strategy is crucial to the efficiency of a DHT-based routing protocol in
MANETs. The ANs are critical nodes and store the mapping information of other
nodes in the network. In case an AN A of a node Q moves/fails, it would result in
an information loss that is stored at node A. Moreover, a new lookup request for q’s
LID would not be resolved until q selects a new AN and updates its mapping infor-
mation there. In addition, replica management is also a core concern when using any
replication strategy, such as (1) the location of the replica, (2) the overhead related to
replicating the information on other nodes, and (3) the interval to update the replica.
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Fig. 7. The connection order of different logical structures.

The replica management and logical neighbors of a node strongly depend on the
connecting order of a node in the LIS. More flexible is the connecting order of the LIS,
resulting in flexible replication strategy. The node n1’s one-hop neighbors in both ring
and cord LIS are its predecessor and successor that may be used to place replica are
shown in Figure 7. Similarly, the child nodes in the tree-based LIS could be potential
locations to place replica. The resilience of the LIS in terms of connecting order of nodes
would be helpful in deriving an effective replication strategy for DHT-based routing
protocols in MANETs.

To the best of our knowledge, the detailed and effective replication/replica manage-
ment strategy for the DHT-based routing in MANETs has not been discussed in the
existing approaches.

In summary, the seven requirements that must be fulfilled to design a scalable DHT-
based routing protocol are as follows:

—The neighbor nodes in the LIS should also be adjacent in the PT.
—A node in the LIS should be close to all of its physically adjacent nodes.
—The DHT maintenance procedures should incur minimal traffic overhead.
—The LS structure selection should support flexible route selection.
—The LS should be evenly distributed among all nodes in the LIS.
—The protocol should address the issue of merging partitioned network.
—The protocol should be equipped with an effective replication strategy and replica

management policy.

These challenges are matters of great concern and affect the overall route resilience,
end-to-end latency, traffic overhead, network throughput, and path-stretch penalty.
The path-stretch penalty is the ratio of the path length between two nodes traversed
by the routing algorithm to the length of the shortest path available in the network. The
existing work discussed in Sections 2.2.5 and 2.2.6 fails to overcome these challenges
and suffers from major problems that are yet to be addressed to obtain the optimal
network performance.

2.2.5. DHT for Addressing in MANETs. In this section, we elaborate on routing protocols
that perform routing by exploiting the LIDs of nodes assigned using DHT-based LS.
These protocols do not use DHT-based location services.

Caesar et al. [2006] propose a DHT-based virtual ring routing (VRR) protocol for
MANETs. It is a proactive unicast routing protocol. The proposed scheme organizes
the nodes into a virtual ring (LIS) in increasing order of their LIDs. Each node main-
tains information about r/2 logical neighbors on each side of the ring (clockwise and
counterclockwise) in a virtual neighbor set (vset), where r represents the cardinal-
ity of the vset and the value of r depends on the number of bits assigned to the
LID.
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Fig. 8. Relationship between the virtual ring and PT.

Each node also maintains a physical neighbor set (pset), which consists of neighbors
that are physically close. The link quality at the node toward these physical neighbors
must be above a certain threshold value. Each node keeps track of all vset paths to
its logical neighbors, including the node itself. The routing table complexity of VRR is
O(r∗p), where r is the number of virtual paths and p is the average virtual path length.
Figure 8 illustrates the vset with 12-bit identifier (8F6) in radix 16, where r is 4. It also
shows the mapping of nodes in the virtual ring to their corresponding location in the
PT. A node’s routing table entry consists of LIDs of the endpoints of the path, the LID
of the physical neighbor that could be used as the next hop toward each endpoint, and
the identifier of each vset path.

A newly joining node first initializes its pset and vset by using its physical neighbors
as proxies to forward messages. Forwarding in VRR is simple, as the next hop is the
one with the numerically closest LID to the destination node’s LID. VRR employs a
DHT-based randomly hashed LID assignment that produces LIS, which is completely
independent of the PN. Forwarding in VRR is based on the logical distance to the
LID of the destination, incurring a path-stretch penalty (which is unbounded in the
worst case). VRR detects both node and path failures using only direct communication
between physical neighbors.

VRR also introduces a symmetric failure detection procedure, which ensures that if
node n1 marks a neighbor node n2 as faulty, node n2 would also mark node n1 as faulty.
The link/node failures and node dynamics (node joining/leaving and its movement in the
network) in VRR might induce a network-wide effect, as two logically close nodes may
be far away in the underlying PN. The VRR scheme partially addresses partitioning
and merging of the ring structures that occur due to link/node failure. The merging of
two disconnected topologies (rings) after coming into each other’s transmission range
is achieved by selecting one node as a representative of each ring that has an LID
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close to zero. Each node maintains a route to these representatives and keeps the LID
of the representative in its vset by exchanging the setup messages. The routes to the
representative nodes ensure that the messages can be routed to other ring partition.
The protocol achieves a routing complexity of O(logn) for n number of nodes.

In VRR, adjacent neighbors in the virtual ring (LIS) might not be physically close
in PT because the LIDs are assigned to nodes without taking the PT into account,
which leads to Case 1 described in Section 2.2.4. Moreover, because a node maintains
its physical neighbors along with its logical neighbors, it might cause the problem
discussed in Case 2 described in Section 2.2.4. The routing table overhead might be
significant because a node maintains all routes to its logical and physical neighbors.
Additionally, a node in VRR also maintains routes to destinations for which it is an
intermediate node. It also suffers from the partitioning and merging problem that is
partially addressed. VRR does not support high node mobility, because it produces
significant routing overhead in this situation.

A different approach is taken by Zhao et al. [2009], called Kademlia-based dy-
namic source routing (KDSR), that integrates the functionality of both Kademlia
[Maymounkov and Mazieres 2002] and dynamic source routing (DSR) [Johnson et al.
2001] at the network layer. KDSR is a reactive routing protocol that provides an effi-
cient indirect routing primitive in MANETs. It employs a DHT-based randomly hashed
LID assignment that produces LIS and LS that are completely independent of the un-
derlying network topology. Nodes in KDSR store the contact information for each other
using k-buckets. Each node keeps a list of k-buckets for nodes of distance between 2i

and 2i+1 from itself, where 0 ≤ i ≤ 160. To obtain information about logical neigh-
bors, each newly joining node sends a packet to its own LID using a nonpropagating
route request. The distance between any two nodes is defined by the bitwise XOR of
their LIDs. Each entry in the k-bucket stores a vector of source routes to reach the
destination. KDSR not only uses explicit route discovery but also relies on the implicit
route discovery by snooping and overhearing packets to find the freshest route to the
destination node. KDSR uses the least recently discovered replacement algorithm to
update k-buckets.

To route a packet from the source node n1 to the destination node n2, node n1
generates the LID of node n2 by hashing n2’s UID and sends the packet by using
the XOR-based routing algorithm. Forwarding in KDSR is based on XOR distance to
the LID of the destination, which might incur high path-stretch penalty in the worst
case. KDSR maintains a route cache, created by using the node’s k-bucket, to find
direct routes to the destination before executing the XOR-based routing algorithm. To
minimize the route discovery overhead, KDSR uses a nonpropagating route request,
whose hop limit is 1, if an intermediate node does not find any node to progress in the
LS. The basic aim of sending the nonpropagating route request is to determine whether
the destination node is currently a neighbor of the initiator, or if any of its neighbors
have a direct source route, or if there is a closer k-bucket entry for the destination
node. KDSR inherits all of the route maintenance features of DSR. In case of a link
failure, the node attempts one of the following two options before dropping the packet.
The first option is that the node finds an alternative route from its route cache for the
destination. The second option is that the node sends the packet to the next logical hop
using XOR distance.

KDSR might introduce extensive traffic overhead in case of link/node failures and
node dynamics because two logically close nodes may be far away in the underlying
PN, resulting in unbounded path-stretch penalty in the worst case. It combines the
features of traditional routing protocols with DHT to improve performance in terms
of short routes. However, KDSR also inherits the limitations of traditional routing
protocol as discussed earlier.
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2.2.6. DHT for Routing in MANETs. In this section, we discuss in detail routing protocols
that use DHT-based LS to provide location services and perform routing in the network
based on the LIDs assigned to nodes from the same LS.

Chen and Morris [2002] propose a proactive routing algorithm, named L+, which
is designed to enhance the original Landmark system proposed in Tsuchiya [1988].
L+ uses DHT to implement the location service, landmark hierarchy, and routing
algorithm to achieve scalability and support node mobility. Each node has a UID and
LID that are used for routing. The node’s LID is a concatenation of the node’s identifier,
followed by its ancestor’s LIDs, until the root node LID is reached in the LS. L+ nodes
are arranged in a tree-based LIS, and the LID of a node describes its relative position
in the LIS. The leaves of the tree are called level 0 landmarks. Every node starts out
as level 0 landmark.

Each level i landmark (L+ logical nodes at level i of the hierarchy) picks the nearest
upper-level i+1 landmark as its parent within a radius of ri hops, where the radius
at level 0 is 2—that is, r0—and it doubles every level. If no such landmark node is
available, the level i landmark increases its landmark level by one—that is, the level i
landmark is moved to level i + 1. Similarly, the level i landmark decrements its level
by one when all level i−1 landmarks can be covered by another level i landmark. A
landmark node keeps information about nodes that are 2ri hops away from it for the
level i landmark.

Each L+ node keeps multiple ANs at exponentially increasing distances. A node
sends update information to each level i landmark whose address is numerically closest
to its hashed UID value. Then, the level i landmark sends the update information to its
child nodes that are at level i−1 downward in the hierarchy, and this process continues
until the information reaches the leaf nodes. To deliver a packet to a destination node
n2, the source node n1 takes the following steps. First, node n1 applies a hash function
on node n2’s UID. This gives the AN address where the LID of node n2 is stored.
Second, node n1 forwards the query to the AN. Third, the AN returns the LID of node
n2 to node n1. Finally, node n1 sends the packet to node n2 based on n2’s LID.

In addition to the shortest path to the destination node, each node keeps information
about all other paths with distance one hop more than the shortest one. To forward a
packet to the destination, the node looks for each component of the destination’s LID
in its own routing table. While scanning the LID from left to right, the left-most entry
(lowest level) is used if it corresponds to a valid node in the structure. Otherwise, the
second entry (component) of the LID is used. If a routing failure occurs when using
the second entry, the packet is dropped. The per-node communication cost is O(logn),
where n is the number of nodes.

L+ is limited by the hierarchical tree structure, as there exists only one path be-
tween any two nodes, which may degrade performance in terms of path length, traffic
concentration, and resilience to failures. L+ focuses primarily on the design of scale-
free systems. Thus, node mobility may result in lower throughput, extensive traffic
overhead, or loss of system stability.

Viana et al. [2004] propose Tribe, a DHT-based proactive protocol for scalable unicast
routing in MANET. In Tribe, each node holds the LSP such that physically close nodes
in the network also manage consecutive LSPs in the LS. By doing so, the logically
close nodes would also be physically close, thus reducing control traffic by avoiding the
mismatch problem [Shah et al. 2012]. Each node has a global UID, its AN’s LID, and its
own LID that describes its relative position in the LIS. LID is an m-bit identifier drawn
from the same LS. Each node keeps information about its one-hop logical neighbors.

A new node joins the network by broadcasting a request packet to its one-hop physical
neighbors. These physical neighbors reply by sending their LSPs along with other
information to the new node. Then, the new node sends a joining request packet to a
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Fig. 9. Hypercube with d = 4. From Alvarez-Hamelin et al. [2006]. c© Springer 2006.

neighbor with the largest LSP. On receipt of a joining request, the neighbor node splits
its LSP into half and assigns the upper half portion to the new node.

The Tribe scheme follows a tree-like LIS in which descendants of a node n1 have
LSPs that are subset of n1’s LSP. The routing table complexity of Tribe is O(k), where
k is the number of one-hop neighbors. Each node maintains one or more ANs to store
its mapping/index information. To find the LID of node n2, node n1 applies the hash
function on node n2’s UID. This gives the AN’s LID for node n2. Node n1 forwards the
query to AN, which then returns the LID of node n2 to node n1. Node n1 sends the data
packet to node n2 by forwarding to one of its one-hop logical neighbors whose LID is
close to node n2’s LID. These logical neighbors of the node n1 can be one of its children
or its parent, or the nodes in different subtrees of the LIS. The forwarding preference
among these logical neighbors at node n1 is as follows.

First, node n1 examines if the LID of node n2 corresponds to one of its children. If so,
node n1 forwards the packet to one of its children that is closest to the LID of node n2.
But, if the LID of n2 corresponds to a neighbor of node n1 in a different subtree, node
n1 forwards the packet to a neighbor with LID closest to n2’s LID. If both fail, node n1
forwards the packet to its parent. The protocol has the routing complexity of O(logn)
for n number of nodes in the network.

Tribe may suffer from longer routes and a critical node problem due to the inher-
ent parent–child relationship. This problem is exacerbated if the parent–child address
space portions are not contiguous. Moreover, Tribe uses flooding to find a node with
a contiguous portion of LS to that of the leaving node, which could produce extensive
routing overhead in both the control and data planes. Furthermore, Tribe clones ad-
dresses, which is unsuitable for networks with high mobility because it may lead to
extensive routing overhead. Tribe is more suitable for MANETs with low mobility and
churn rate.

Alvarez-Hamelin et al. [2006] propose a DHT-based protocol, referred to as DFH, for
unicast routing in MANET based on a hypercube structure to increase the number of
multiple paths between two nodes. The protocol can work in either proactive mode or
reactive mode. Each node has a unique identifier UID and a d-bit LID in binary form,
where d is the dimensions of the hypercube. The total number of nodes supported in
the network is 2d for d-dimensional hypercube. A node n1 is logically connected to all
nodes whose LIDs differ only in one dimension from that of node n1—for example, a
node with LID 0000 is linked to nodes with LIDs 0100, 0010, 0001, and 1000, as shown
in Figure 9.
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Fig. 10. Spontaneous network: physical position of nodes.

A newly joining node broadcasts a request packet to its one-hop physical neighbors
to obtain their LIDs. Based on these LIDs, the joining node computes its own LID such
that its LID is close to the LIDs of its physical neighbors—this minimizes the mismatch
problem between physical and logical topologies. The newly joining node finds its AN
by applying the hash function on its UID. Then, the joining node stores its LID and its
corresponding LSP at the AN.

In addition to LID, a node also obtains a secondary logical identifier (SLID) if some of
its physical neighbors are not adjacent in the LIS so that a mismatch between LIS and
PT can be reduced. The routing table complexity is O(d + s), where d is the dimension
of the hypercube and s is the number of nonadjacent nodes. The LSP of a node is
determined by taking the logical AND of its LID and the mask (represented by the
number of 1’s from the left side). The hypercube is said to be incomplete if a node in the
LIS (hypercube) is not logically connected to all of its physical neighbors [Shah et al.
2012], which can lead to a mismatch problem between physical and logical topologies.
The protocol has partially addressed the mismatch between LIS and PT by assigning
an SLID to a node when some of its physical neighbors are logically nonadjacent.

The lookup process for AN is similar to the routing of a packet toward the destination
node, except in the routing process, the destination’s SLID cannot be used. But in the
lookup process, both the LID and SLID of AN can be used as AN’s identifier. Let’s take
Figure 10 as an example. Node n1 with LID 0110m3 wants to obtain the mapping
information of node n2 with LID 1011m3. By applying a hash function on the UID of
node n2, node n1 obtains the LID of node n2’s AN, say, for example, hash(n2’s UID) =
1101m2. The hashed value 1101 is not managed by node n1 with LID 0110m3, as shown
in Figure 10, so it forwards the request packet to one of its neighbors as follows. The
first entry in the routing table of node n1(0110m3) is 1100m2 → 1111m4, as shown in
Figure 10, and this entry matches 1101 because both have 11 as their most significant
bits.
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Therefore, node n1(0110m3) forwards the request packet to the node with LID
1111m4. After receiving the request packet, the node with LID 1111m4 examines
the first entry in its routing (i.e., 0000m1 → 0111m2) and finds that this entry does
not match with 1101 (the LID in the request packet). Then, the node with LID 1111m4
examines the second entry (i.e., 0000m0 → 1110m4) in its routing table, which is the
default routing entry. Therefore, the request packet at the node with LID 1111m4 is
forwarded to the node with LID 1110m4. This procedure is repeated at every node along
the path until the request packet reaches the node with LID 1100m3, which holds the
address 1101 in its LSP. Therefore, the node with LID 1100m3 sends a reply packet to
node n1(0110m3) in response to the request packet to provide the LID of node n2 (i.e.,
1011m3). After receiving node n2’s LID, node n1 can directly communicate with node
n2 using n2’s LID.

To ensure connectivity between two nodes, DFH partially overcomes the mismatch
problem by assigning multiple coordinates to a node to provide better adjacency among
nodes. But, maintaining physical neighbors at a node by using SLIDs might lead to
Case 2. Moreover, it does not evenly distribute LS among all nodes. Hence, there is
a possibility of extensive information loss in case a critical node fails. The protocol is
more suitable for networks with low churn rates and node mobility.

Eriksson et al. [2007] propose DART, a dynamic address unicast routing protocol to
deal with the routing scalability issue in MANETs. The main idea is to use dynamic
addressing instead of static or flat addressing, which is one of the basic hindrances in
achieving routing scalability. DART is an attempt to handle the challenges of dynamic
address allocation and address lookup by using DHT. Each node has a UID and an
L-bit LID. The LID of a node reflects the relative position of the node with respect
to its neighbors in the LN. This means that nodes close in the PN topology share a
common LID prefix by forming a subgraph in the network topology. DART arranges
LIDs in the form of a binary tree with L + 1 levels. A leaf of the tree represents the
nodes and their LIDs in the LIS. Each inner node in the tree represents a subtree that
consists of nodes whose LIDs share a common prefix with the inner node. These nodes
form a subgraph in the network topology as shown in Figure 11. The level-K subtree
shares the prefix of (L-K) bits among the nodes. For example, in the 3-bit LS, the level-1
subtree can only consist of two nodes, which share the (L-1) prefix (e.g., 3 – 1 = 2 as
L = 3 in Figure 11). Two nodes with a longest common prefix would have a shorter
physical distance between them in the PN.

DART proactively maintains routing information and incurs O(logn) routing table
complexity for n number of nodes in the network. The newly joining node obtains the
unoccupied LID based on the largest set of available LIDs among its physical neighbors.
Then, the new node applies a hash function on its UID and stores its LID on the node
with the LID close to the hashed value of the node’s UID. The node that keeps the
mapping information acts as an AN for the corresponding node. To send a packet to a
destination node n2, the source node n1 obtains n2’s AN by applying the hash function
to n2’s UID, which gives the AN’s LID. Then, node n1 sends a request packet to AN to
obtain n2’s LID. This request packet is forwarded in the network as follows.

Node n1 finds the entry in its routing table that has the longest prefix match with
AN’s LID. If this entry points to one of node n1’s sibling tree, node n1 forwards the
request to the node in that sibling tree. In this routing process, a packet may visit a
subtree more than once, which could lead to looping. However, DART avoids looping
by restricting the forwarding of packets as follows. Each node maintains a route login,
where a bit k is used to ensure that the route update arrives at the node via the level-k
sibling. This routing procedure is repeated at each intermediate node until the request
packet reaches the AN. After receiving the request packet, AN sends a reply packet to
the requesting node n1, containing n2’s LID along with other information. The reply
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Fig. 11. DART logical address tree and corresponding PN.

packet is forwarded to node n1 in the same way the request packet is routed from node
n1 to n2’s AN. After obtaining node n2’s LID, node n1 can send data packets to n2
according to DART routing.

The limitation of DART is its low fault tolerance because only one path is maintained
between a node and its siblings, which degrades resilience to failures. This scheme
could be vulnerable if either the next hop toward the destination fails or the network
is partitioned. The tree-based LIS in DART suffers from a single point of failure and
congestion due to the presence of critical nodes. DART, like L+, focuses primarily on
the design of scale-free systems. Thus, node mobility in these approaches may result
in lower throughput, extensive traffic overhead, or loss of system stability.

To overcome the limitations of DART, Caleffi and Paura [2011] propose a DHT-based
hierarchical multipath routing protocol, named augmented tree-based routing (ATR).
ATR exploits augmented tree-based address space structure to achieve scalability, to
gain resilience against node churn/mobility, and to avoid link congestion/instability in
MANETs. Unlike DART, ATR proactively maintains all possible routes via its next hop
neighbor nodes to reach a destination node in the sibling tree without incurring any
additional communication or coordination overhead. In DART, a newly joining node
obtains an LID from one of its physical neighbors with the largest unused LSP. This
process could result in invalid address assignment and slower convergence [Caleffi
et al. 2007]. However, in ATR, if a new node obtains an invalid LID from its neighbor
because the neighbor’s routing table is not updated, the new node examines its other
physical neighbors to obtain a valid LID. Furthermore, ATR uses a caching technique to
minimize the traffic overhead associated with the node lookup. This cache mechanism
also provides fault tolerance to ATR’s routing process.

Each node in ATR keeps a subset of pairs in the form of (identifier (UID), network
address (LID)) that is assigned to the node based on the hash function. Suppose that
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node n2 with UID id2 joins the network and picks up the LID add2. Then, node n2
sends a network address update (NAUP) packet to its AN whose LID is equal to the
hashed value of n2’s id2 (e.g., the LID of AN is add3 = hash(n2’s id2)). ATR adopts
the unicast routing procedure of DART in addition to multipath routing and caching
mechanism. While forwarding the NAUP packet toward AN with LID add3, every
intermediate node along the path also caches the pair <id2, add2> of node n2. In case
AN with LID add3 does not exist in the network, the NAUP packet is routed to a node
with an LID that is at least greater than add3.

Similarly, to send a data packet to the destination node n2, the sending node n1
applies a hash function to id2 and obtains the LID of n2’s AN (say add3). Node n1
sends a network address request (NARQ) packet to n2’s AN to obtain the LID of node
n2. Here, the routing of NARQ is similar to the routing of NAUP. The AN returns
the LID add2 of node n2 in the reply to NARQ from node n1. Node n1 then forwards
the data packet to node n2 based on its LID add2. If node n1 obtains multiple paths
toward node n2, it selects the shortest one in terms of the number of hops. In case of a
route failure, node n1 resends the data packet through an alternative shortest path. In
ATR, despite maintaining all routes toward a destination, the scheme does not fulfill
the requirement in Case 1 because the LIS does not ensure adjacency of neighbors
between the LIS and PT.

Baccelli and Schiller [2008] propose a hybrid protocol called DHT-OLSR, which main-
tains a regular OLSR [Jacquet et al. 2001] routing table along with DHT support that
enables DHT-OLSR to provide an efficient and low-delay unicast routing. In DHT-
OLSR, each node runs OLSR locally within a cluster, which confines the signaling of
nodes to a local scope by limiting the TTL of the topology control packet to two hops.
This effectively places each node at the center of its own OLSR cell/cluster with a
diameter of four hops. To send a packet, a node first examines the route for the desti-
nation in its OLSR routing table. If the route is available, the node sends the packet
according to OLSR routing. Otherwise, the node switches to DHT-based routing, which
is based on a modified MADpastry [Zahn and Schiller 2005, 2006]. In this mode of
routing, the packet is routed based on the node LID drawn from the MADpastry’s LS
instead of UID. DHT-OLSR uses a unicast scheme to resolve node addresses to their
corresponding LIDs as follows.

Each node obtains its AN’s LID by applying a hash function on its UID and sends
its mapping information to its AN. In this way, DHT-OLSR reduces routing overhead
compared to pure OLSR routing. DHT-OLSR has two limitations. First, DHT-OLSR
does not address the mismatch problem between LIS and PN that results in path-
stretch penalty. Second, DHT-OLSR does not consider the node churns that are common
in every network.

DHT-OLSR combines the features of a traditional routing protocol with DHT to im-
prove performance for short routes. However, DHT-OLSR also inherits the limitations
of the traditional routing protocol. It may introduce extensive traffic overhead in case of
link/node failures and node dynamics because two logically close nodes may be far away
in the underlying PN, resulting in unbounded path-stretch penalty in the worst case.

Awad et al. [2008] and Awad et al. [2011] propose the virtual cord protocol (VCP) in
an attempt to achieve routing scalability in MANETs. In VCP, nodes are organized into
a cord structure with respect to their LID in the LS (i.e., [0–1]). Each node has a UID
and an LID. The LID describes the relative position of the node in the cord structure.
In addition to its one-hop logical neighbors, each node proactively keeps information
of its one-hop physical neighbors. Hence, the routing table size is O(k), where k is the
sum of its logical and one-hop physical neighbors.

A newly joining node obtains its LID based on the LIDs of its one-hop physical
neighbors. If a new node has two one-hop physical neighbors that are logically adjacent
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Fig. 12. Node(0.0) sends a packet toward node(0.51). The black dotted line represents a logical cord. The
blue dotted line shows the route of the packet. A dead end is detected as node 0.47 fails. The green dotted
line represents the NP packet to find an alternative route. The red dotted line is the NBP to avoid loops.
Nodes use greedy forwarding to send packet toward the destination node 0.51.

in the cord structure (i.e., these two physical neighbors have adjacent LIDs), it obtains
the LID that is in between the LIDs of these two physical neighbors. If the new node
has only one one-hop physical neighbor, it obtains the LID between the LIDs of the
physical neighbor and a virtual node that is created by its physical neighbor.

A node forwards the packet to one of its next-hop neighbors with the closest LID
to the destination node’s LID among the node’s logical predecessor and successor,
and the node’s one-hop physical neighbors. In case of link failure to the next hop at
an intermediate node, the packet is dropped if the next hop is the final destination.
Otherwise, the intermediate node creates a No-path interval (NP-I), consisting of LIDs
for which the failed node was responsible and sends a no path (NP) packet containing
NP-I to another active node among its neighbors, as shown in Figure 12. Each node
receiving a NP-I either forwards it to the destination by using a greedy approach or
continues to send NP to another active node in its neighbors. If a node receives a
duplicate NP, it sends a no path back (NPB) packet to avoid loops.

To improve the reliability of VCP in case of node or link failure, the scheme uses
integrated replication strategies. In this approach, VCP exploits the virtual cord to
place the replicas at a few logical neighbors along the cord in both directions, which
would produce traffic overhead that is twice the number of neighbors to create and
manage replicas.

The limitation of VCP is its low fault tolerance. A node failure could split a cord into
two disconnected logical partitions, resulting in packet loss and increased end-to-end
delay. The protocol maintains both logical neighbor and physical neighbor information,
which may lead to the problem discussed in Case 2 described in Section 2.2.4. VCP is
unsuitable for networks with high churn rates and high node mobility.

Garcia-Luna-Aceves and Sampath [2009] propose an approach referred to as auto-
matic incremental routing (AIR), which is a DHT-based proactive approach for both
unicast and multicast routing in MANETs. This scheme focuses on two major routing
issues, namely flooding and scalability. Each node has a UID and obtains its LID in
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Fig. 13. N sends data to node K. Node C acts as the anchor for K.

such a way that the nodes in the LN form a labeled directed acyclic graph (LDAG).
This LDAG structure is built with reference to a designated node, called the root
node. The LID of a node shows its relative position with respect to the root node
in the LDAG structure. LDAG is established by periodically exchanging hello pack-
ets among the nodes, which are propagated in a breadth-first manner from the root
node.

Each node maintains information of its one-hop and two-hop logical neighbors in
two separate tables. After obtaining an LID, a node computes the LID of its AN by
applying a hash function on its UID. To store the LID at its AN, the node forwards a
request packet to one of its neighbor nodes up to two hops away whose LID has the
closest prefix matching to LID of the AN. This routing procedure is repeated at each
intermediate node until the request packet reaches the AN. Figure 13 illustrates the
lookup and routing procedures using AIR.

AIR and PROSE rely on a tree-based LIS that keeps only one path between a node
and its siblings. The failure of a next hop toward a sibling node would break the
connectivity, leaving the destination set of nodes in the sibling tree disconnected from
the forwarding node. In addition, the failure of a critical node might cause the reas-
signment of all siblings, thus increasing the traffic overhead. One of the requirements
for any DHT-based routing is that the LS resulting from DHT function mappings
should be fixed and static. PROSE and AIR do not assume fixed and static LS.

Jha et al. [2008] proposed a DHT-based unicast routing protocol referred to as en-
hanced mobile party (EMP). EMP improves the mobile party (MP) protocol [Sabeur
et al. 2007] by an enhanced scheme for maintaining LIDs when a node joins or leaves a
network. Similar to MP, the nodes are arranged in a logical tree structure in EMP. Each
node has a UID and an LID, which is based on its parent’s LID. Each node proactively
updates its routing table and maintains only information about its one-hop logical
neighbors. EMP incurs routing table complexity of O(k), where k is the number of its
one-hop logical neighbors. Each node is responsible for a portion of the LS depending on
its LID. An LID is a k-digit decimal number (ak−1 . . . a0). The first node in the network
is called the root node and obtains LID 00. . . .0. The one-hop neighbors of the root node
are referred as level-1 nodes, and they are assigned LIDs by flipping the first digit of
the root node’s LID—that is, their LIDs would be 100..0 to 900..0. In the same way, the
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level-1 nodes assign the LID to their child nodes by flipping the second left-most digit
in the LS—that is, LIDs 110..0 to 990. . .0 would be assigned to their child nodes. These
child nodes are called level 2 of the LS. In this way, all of the nodes are arranged in the
LIS.

EMP supports unicast routing. To forward a packet, the node searches the list of its
one-hop neighbors to find a node whose LID shares the longest prefix to the LID of the
destination node in the packet. If the node succeeds, the packet is forwarded to that
one-hop neighbor. Otherwise, the node forwards the packet to its parent node. When
the parent of a node in EMP is lost or fails, the node obtains a new LID from one of
the available one-hop neighbors in the network. If its parent’s LID changes, the child
nodes’ LID also changes.

EMP uses a tree-based structure and is vulnerable to network partition and exten-
sive information loss in case of critical node failure, which would affect the network
throughput and end-to-end delay. In addition, it does not provide any explicit mecha-
nism for avoiding loops and keeps only the shortest routes to its neighbors.

Jain et al. [2011] and Lu et al. [2008] propose a scalable DHT-based unicast routing
algorithm referred to as the virtual identifier routing paradigm (VIRO). The idea is to
introduce a topology-aware structured virtual id (Vid) space to which both the UIDs
and higher-layer addresses/names of the nodes are mapped. This is an attempt to
eliminate flooding at both the data and control planes. The proposed scheme con-
sists of three major phases: LID assignment, VIRO routing, and LID lookup and
forwarding.

The LID of a node can be assigned either in a centralized (top-down) or distributed
(bottom-up) fashion. The LIS forms a Kademlia binary tree [Maymounkov and Mazieres
2002]. A node’s LID is an L-bit identifier that is based on its distance from the root
node. The LIDs are arranged in a logical tree structure with L levels for the L-bit
identifier. In VIRO, the leaves of the tree represent the nodes and their LIDs. The LIDs
are assigned to nodes according to the following two criteria. First, if two nodes are
close in the LS, then they would also be close in the PT. Second, there should be at least
one node in a subtree that has a link to a node in the other subtree. To join the network,
a node obtains its LID based on the physical neighbor’s LID. For the L-bit LID, each
node has a routing table of L entries. Hence, the routing table size is O(logn), where n
is the number of nodes in the network.

VIRO proactively builds its routing tables by discovering nodes at each level. It
avoids loops by selecting a gateway at each level. It handles node failures using a with-
draw update mechanism in which a node adjacent to the failed node, say the gateway,
notifies the appropriate rendezvous point(s) by withdrawing its previously published
connectivity information. On receiving the withdraw notification, the rendezvous point
notifies all nodes in the affected subtree about the gateway failure and suggests an
alternative gateway. If the rendezvous node fails, a neighboring node would take over
and serves as a new rendezvous node.

The VIRO protocol is designed to work in static networks or networks with low
mobility of only end nodes. The tree-based LIS in VIRO may suffer from extensive
information loss and network partitioning in case of critical node failure, leaving a set
of nodes disconnected. This protocol does not address the network partitioning and
merging problem, which may make the network vulnerable to node churns and critical
node failures, thus affecting network throughput and end-to-end delay.

Abid et al. [2013, 2014b] propose a scalable DHT-based routing protocol, referred
to as the 3D routing protocol (3D-RP), which is primarily designed to address the
mismatch problem. The basic idea is that each node envisions its neighbors in a 3D
rectangular coordinate system—that is, local 3D-LIS consisting of three planes that
divide the space into six dimensions and eight octants. Each node acts as the origin of
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Fig. 14. The node-joining process. Black dashed lines are the physical links between neighbor nodes in the
PN. In Eq. (2), m is the newly joining node; Lnbr ≥ 2 are one-hop neighbor logical neighbors of m; Wmk and
Wmj are the weights assigned by m to its logical neighbor nodes using inverse distance function; Tkx, Tky,
and Tkz are the corresponding tuples in x, y, and z dimensions of logical neighbor’s LID. In Eq. (3), Lnbr is
the number of logical neighbors.

its local 3D-LIS. In local 3D-LIS of a node, each neighbor obtains its LID that reflects
its relationship with other neighbors.

The basic motivation behind using 3D-LIS and decision choices in 3D-RP is to logi-
cally interpret the physical intraneighbor relationship of a node. To achieve this goal,
each node in 3D-RP computes an LID in the form of an ordered three tuple {x|y|z},
where each tuple is an M-bit identifier calculated from a predetermined 3D-LS. The
3D-LS ranges from 1 to ±2M for each axis (i.e., x, y, and z). The protocol uses one-hop
hello messages to maintain the 3D-LIS—that is, it relies on local information. Each
node periodically transmits a hello message that contains the LID, UID, LSP, and its
logical one-hop neighbor information corresponding to its local 3D-LIS. In addition to
the LID at each node, a dimension parameter (dim) is maintained to group nodes with
respect to different dimensions, which is helpful while routing packets. In 3D-RP, each
node computes the distance between itself and its neighbor nodes using the received
signal strength (RSS) method. Weights are assigned to each link, providing connec-
tivity to its neighbors, on the basis of their distances. A node uses these weights to
calculate its relative position with respect to its neighbors by using the interpolation
method.

If a joining node j has node i as its only neighbor, j checks node i’s neighbors informa-
tion received in the hello message. If node i does not have any neighbor except j, node
j calculates its LID using the first available dimension of node i as shown in Case 1 of
Figure 14. Similarly, nodes h and s calculate their LIDs in two different dimensions of
i. Nodes j, h, and s have LIDs corresponding to different dimensions of node i, because
these nodes are not physically connected. The joining nodes r and q compute their LIDs
in Case 2 of Figure 14 using interpolation (Eq. (2)) after checking the adjacency with
their existing neighbor nodes i and j. Similarly, node p computes its LID with respect to
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Fig. 15. A logical view of the physical arrangement of neighbor nodes in the local 3D-LIS of node i maintained
by the 3D-RP.

its nonadjacent neighbor nodes r and s using Eq. (3) as shown in Case 3 of Figure 14. In
Case 4, the joining node c computes its LID after checking the contiguity of its neighbor
nodes q, i, and h.

Figure 15 illustrates the local view of the 3D-LIS of node i and its neighbor nodes in
the LN that is built according to the joining process of 3D-RP. The black dashed lines
are the physical links between the nodes. The blue dashed lines are the three planes
of the local 3D-LIS of node i.

Figure 15 describes the logical mapping of the physical relationships of node i with
its one-hop neighbor nodes shown in Figure 14. This relationship is expressed in terms
of LIDs and logical dimensions of nodes in i’s 3D-LIS that allows the nodes to calculate
their LIDs such that the physically close nodes have close LIDs. It can be analyzed
from Figures 14 and 15 that the neighbors of node i in the LN are adjacent in the PN
and i is logically close to all of its physically adjacent neighbor nodes. This helps to
avoid long routes and redundant traffic overhead, and decreases the end-to-end delay
caused by the mismatch problem.

To route a message with destination LID x|y|z-dim, each node uses information about
its one-hop logical neighbors (Lnbr) and forwards the query to one of its Lnbr that has
same dim to that of x|y|z-dim and offers the closest position in every tuple of its LID
with respect to x|y|z-dim—that is, with least sum of difference (LSD) to the x|y|z-dim.
If such neighbor does not exist, the node simply forwards the message to its base node.
The term base node refers to nodes that are involved in the computation of a new node’s
LID. The assignment of dim value to a joining node depends on dim values of its base
node(s). This protocol does not address the network partitioning and merging problem,
which may make the network vulnerable to node churns and critical node failures, thus
affecting network throughput and end-to-end delay. Moreover, 3D-RP is designed for
networks with low mobility.
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2.2.7. Summary of Discussion. We end Section 2 with a summary of the main design
issues discussed previously: mismatch problem, selection of LS structure, address space
utilization, and the handling of network partitioning and merging.

The mismatch problem is important to consider in the deployment of DHT at the
network layer in MANETs because it affects performance in terms of path stretch and
end-to-end delay. All protocols discussed earlier suffer from this problem. Some attempt
to resolve the issue by maintaining the physical neighbors of a node in addition to its
logical neighbors, but it results in a high path-stretch penalty and larger end-to-end
delay.

VRR, ATR, DART, DHT-OLSR, VCP, AIR, KDSR, L+, Tribe, DFH, and EMP suffer
from the mismatch problem discussed in Cases 1 and 2. The address assignment mech-
anism of these protocols does not ensure contiguity among the neighbor’s identifier
space portions (LSPs) nor the adjacency of neighbors in the LIS and PT. This makes
them vulnerable to high path-stretch penalty, which in turn produces larger end-to-end
delay.

DFH and VCP try to address the problem in Case 1, described in Section 2.2.4, by
maintaining information about both the physical and logical neighbors. Unfortunately,
this also leads to the mismatch problem in Case 2 described in Section 2.2.4.

3D-RP tries to address the mismatch problem by considering the intraneighbor re-
lationships of nodes when computing LID of a joining node. The solution reduces the
impact of the mismatch problem but does not avoid it completely. When a new node, for
instance p, comes in contact with two nonadjacent neighbors (say, p1, p2) with different
dim (dimensions) values and there is no common neighbor, then the new node p would
obtain an LID using available dimensions of either p1 or p2, depending on which one is
closer in terms of distance. So, in this case, the LID of the new node p would only show
its relative position in the 3D-LIS with respect to that neighbor from which it obtains
its LID. This can cause a slight mismatch problem in 3D-RP.

We have carefully analyzed the mismatch problem and proffer that an optimal solu-
tion to the mismatch problem would only be possible if the physical proximity of nodes
is interpreted exactly into the LIS and all physically close nodes are assigned LIDs
that reflect their proximity. The solution in 3D-RP is moving in the right direction, but
still much improvement is required.

The second issue identified is the shape of the LS structure, which plays a vital role
in avoiding a high path-stretch penalty caused by the mismatch problem and in main-
taining multiple routes to the destination. Several protocols discussed in Sections 2.2.5
and 2.2.6 exploit different structures to arrange nodes according to their LIDs. Routing
paths in tree-, cord-, and ring-based structures are constrained by the connection order
of the nodes that result in low flexibility when selecting a route toward a destination.
In addition, these structures are not flexible in fulfilling the conditions to avoid the
mismatch between LIS and PT, which in turn leads to high path-stretch penalty. This
problem is aggravated in case of node/link failure.

The LIS in DART, AIR, L+, Tribe, and EMP maintains only one path between any two
nodes, which may degrade performance in terms of path length, traffic concentration,
and resilience to failures. The LIS in VCP and VRR can only interpret the relationship
of a node with up to two adjacent physical neighbors. These structures are inflexible
when interpreting the physical relationship of a node in the LIS if the node has more
than two physical neighbors.

DFH takes a different approach by using a hypercube to provide greater flexibility
in route selection to enhance the resilience toward node failure and node mobility.
The hypercube structure partially overcomes the mismatch problem by assigning mul-
tiple coordinates to a node to provide better adjacency with its physical neighbors.
The drawback of this approach is that in a dense network, the number of connections
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per node could be high and may lead to Case 1 (see Section 2.2.4) because the hy-
percube dimensions are fixed and must be defined at startup time. In addition, main-
taining information about physical neighbors by using SLIDs might lead to Case 2,
described in Section 2.2.4. Another drawback is the addressing and location ser-
vices of a hypercube are more complex compared to a tree-, cord-, and ring-based
structure.

3D-RP uses a 3D structure that also provides greater flexibility in route selection.
Here, dimensions are not utilized as they are used in DFH. Six dimensions do not mean
that a node can only accommodate six neighbors, but a node can accommodate up to six
neighbors that are not in the transmission range of each other. However, more flexible
structures, along with the notion of intraneighbor relationship and interpolation, can
be utilized to provide more flexibility in handling the mismatch problem.

The third important issue to consider is the address space utilization when allocating
addresses and distributing LS among nodes in MANETs. The aim of distributing LS
evenly or assigning LSPs in equal capacity to nodes is so that each node has an equal
opportunity to store any information about other nodes or data, resulting in a balanced
load. The benefit of maintaining such a structure is that minimal information has to
be transferred in case a node leaves the network. The amount of information trans-
ferred may directly affect information loss and traffic overhead at both the control and
data planes. Almost all protocols discussed in Sections 2.2.5 and 2.2.6 have partially
succeeded in their attempt to distribute the LS evenly among nodes, because they are
either constrained by the LS structure or the addressing strategy adopted to allocate
the addresses to nodes.

In VCP, the creation of virtual nodes hampers equal distribution of LS among all
nodes, which may lead to extensive information loss and high traffic overhead in case
of node failure. Additionally, in PROSE and AIR, the dual LID assignment when a
root node moves or fails is similar to that of Tribe. The solution given in PROSE and
AIR is not optimal, as it may cause uneven utilization of LS and increase the number
of nodes with dual LIDs. If there is no suitable node to hold the root/parent node’s
LID, it may result in the reassignment of LIDs for the whole subtree. Similarly, the
LS structure in ATR, DART, KDSR, L+, EMP, VIRO, and DHT-OLSR hampers equal
distribution of LS among all nodes. DFH’s approach of maintaining physical neighbors
information by using SLIDs leads to an uneven distribution of LS among all nodes,
hence the possibility of extensive information loss in case a critical node fails. 3D-RP
assigns more LSP to corner nodes so that they can accommodate new nodes in the
future, as shown in Case 1 of Figure 14, but this makes these nodes critical. Still,
much research is required to address the issue of load balancing in DHT-based routing
protocols.

The network partitioning and merging issue is an open challenge. It is caused by
either limited transmission range of nodes or node mobility. The logical partitioning
and merging highly depends on the flexibility of the LS structure.

In ATR, DART, AIR, L+, Tribe, and EMP, paths are constrained by their tree-based
LIS that allows only one path between any two nodes. This may result in the partition-
ing of a subtree when a parent fails—this is unlike the greater flexibility offered by the
multidimensional approaches. Compared to tree-based routings, although VRR and
VCP have partially addressed the network partitioning and merging, these protocols
do not provide a comprehensive and viable solution. None of the protocols discussed
in Sections 2.2.5 and 2.2.6 have addressed the network partitioning and merging that
may result in extensive information loss and communication disruption between two
disconnected PTs.

Last, effective replication/replica management strategy plays a key role in case an
AN moves/fails or a network gets partitioned. Most of the existing protocols discussed
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in Sections 2.2.5 and 2.2.6 do not discuss the replication/replica management. VCP
uses its successor and predecessor nodes to replicate information. Similarly, 3D-RP in-
troduces a concept of secondary AN that stores the replica of the mapping information
stored at the primary AN. These replication strategies would not be effective in case
of network partitioning and merging. A more sophisticated replication/replica man-
agement strategy is required to avoid extensive information loss and communication
disruption when network partitioning occurs.

In a nutshell, in this section, we discuss in detail the basic concepts related to DHT
and pinpoint the key challenges and requirements as a guideline for researchers who
intend to design a DHT-based routing protocol. Furthermore, we classify DHT-based
routing into two major categories, namely DHT-based overlay deployment approaches
and DHT paradigms for large-scale routing in MANETs, followed by an explanation of
the criteria that distinguish them. We also classify the DHT paradigms for large-scale
routing in MANETs into three categories and elaborate on the routing protocols related
to these. Finally, the features of the discussed protocols are summarized in Table III,
where each protocol is analyzed against important metrics that would be helpful to
people working in this area.

3. FUTURE TRENDS AND DHT-BASED ROUTING

Here, we discuss some of the emerging fields of research and the applicability of DHT-
based lookups and routings in these fields.

3.1. Content-Centric Networking

Recently, a content-centric networking (CCN) paradigm, which is promising not only
for the Internet but also for MANETs, has emerged as a hot research topic. CCN is
based on named data rather than host identifiers (UID) for routing [Jacobson et al.
2009; Liu et al. 2012; Oh et al. 2010]. It is capable of accessing and retrieving content
by name. It decouples content from its producer/source/owner at the network layer.
CCN is effective for disruption-tolerant networks and avoids dependency on end-to-
end connectivity. However, it might suffer from scalability and efficiency challenges in
global deployments [Liu et al. 2012]. In such scenarios, a DHT structure may be used
to achieve scalability in CCN for both Internet and MANET, because DHT provides not
only location-independent identity but also provides a scalable substrate to manage
contents and distribute information in the network.

3.2. Device-to-Device Communication

Device-to-device (D2D) communication is a technology component that allows transmit-
ting data signals between user equipment over a direct link using cellular resources,
thus bypassing the base station (BS) [Doppler et al. 2009; Lin et al. 2013; Xu et al.
2013]. D2D introduces new opportunities for proximity-based commercial services,
particularly social network applications for LTE-A. D2D users communicate directly
while remaining users are controlled under the BS. Spectrum sharing between D2D
users and BS-controlled users is one of the key challenges. D2D is classified into (1) in-
band, in which D2D uses the cellular frequency band, and (2) out-band, in which D2D
uses the other frequency band, like 2.4GHz ISM band [Lin et al. 2013]. The in-band
is further classified into (1) overlay D2D, in which both D2D and cellular transmit-
ters use a statistically unrelated frequency band, and (2) underlay D2D, in which both
cellular and D2D transmitter access the frequency band in an opportunistic manner
[Kaufman et al. 2013; Lin et al. 2013]. Communication in D2D underlay can be in a
single hop or in multihops depending on the location of the destination and transmis-
sion power of the source device. DHT-based routings can be applied to multihop D2D
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communications, thus resulting in less routing overhead and more network scalability
and longevity.

3.3. Integrated MANET and Internet

In recent years, cellular networks are used not only for voice communications but also
for data communication (Internet access). A mobile user needs data communication
mainly for content sharing, emails, staying connected to social networks (Facebook,
etc.), and so forth. Fourth-generation (4G) wireless systems connect mobile users to
the Internet through heterogeneous connecting technologies (e.g., cellular, wireless
LAN, MANETs) [Al Shidhani and Leung 2010; Cavalcanti et al. 2005; Ding 2008],
which introduces several challenges to integrating these heterogeneous networks [Ding
2008]. One can find several advantages of the integrated MANETs and Internet. First,
it would extend the coverage of infrastructure-based wireless networks (e.g., cellular
network). Second, a mobile user in the MANET can access the Internet via another
user connected to the Internet [King 2011; Reporter 2011]. Third, it can avoid the dead
zone. Supporting a large MANET integrated into Internet requires the underlying
routing protocol for MANET to be scalable. The existing traditional routing protocols
for MANETs are not scalable, because these protocols are based on flooding mechanism
[Caleffi and Paura 2011; Eriksson et al. 2007; Garcia-Luna-Aceves and Sampath 2009].
Therefore, deploying a DHT-based routing protocol would make MANETs more scalable
[Eriksson et al. 2007; Jain et al. 2011], which in turn would allow a larger disconnected
community to be connected with Internet [King 2011; Reporter 2011].

3.4. Internet of Things

IoT refers to a smart world of identifiable objects, such as devices, sensors, actua-
tors, and mobile phones with ubiquitous computing and networking, and cooperating
with their neighboring objects to provide value-added services [Atzori et al. 2010;
Chilamkurti et al. 2013]. Scalability in IoT is one of the core issues of concern. Scalable
identification, naming, name resolution, and addressing space and structure, due to
the sheer size of the resulting system, and scalable data communication and network-
ing, due to the high level of interconnection among a large number of objects, are a
few major concerns related to scalability in IoT [Chaouchi et al. 2013; Miorandi et al.
2012]. The analysis and design of IoT cannot overlook aspects related to networking
technologies such as routing protocols, flow control robustness, and synchronization.
The distributed implementation of routing protocols is a key issue for any networked
systems and for IoT in particular [Chaouchi et al. 2013]. DHT-based lookup and routing
technologies can be adopted for proximity communications whenever possible in case
of large deployments in IOT.

3.5. Machine-to-Machine Communications

Machine-to-machine (M2M) communication refers to data communication between au-
tonomous machines without human intervention [Antón-Haro et al. 2013]. These ma-
chines could be smart sensors, mobile devices, or computers that can communicate
autonomously using different network technologies, like Zigbee, Bluetooth, and WiFi
to wide area networks, such as wired. IoT concepts can be seen as a superset of func-
tionalities necessary to the design of M2M, as IoT involves other technologies such as
nanotechnology, robotics, and artificial intelligence [Bourgeau et al. 2013].

M2M traffic raises a wide range of requirements on mobility, latency, reliability,
security, and power consumption. Extensive communication overhead depletes en-
ergy resources of machines. This can be reduced by carefully applying algorithmic
and distributed computing techniques to design efficient communication protocols,
such as routing protocols [Chang et al. 2011; Lu et al. 2011]. DHT-based lookup and
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routing technologies can be adopted for energy-efficient communications in case of
an increase in data volumes and number of connections due to large deployments
in M2M.

4. CONCLUSIONS

One of the basic design issues in implementing large-scale MANETs is scalability,
which is heavily influenced by the routing protocol. Instead of modifying or optimizing
the traditional routing protocols for MANETs, the DHT or DHT-like technologies can
be used for routing in MANETs. Maintaining a DHT-based structure for a highly
dynamic MANET environment has introduced several new research issues. This article
highlights some major challenges that are raised by direct adoption of DHT-based or
DHT-like strategies for implementing the LS at the network layer.

We classify the existing DHT-based protocols into three major categories: DHT for
location services; DHT for addressing and routing; and DHT for addressing, routing,
and location services. In the first category, the DHT-based location service is coupled
with a geographic addressing space defined by some positioning system. The protocol
defines addressing and routing by utilizing the geographic addressing space, whereas
the distribution of the node location information is based on DHT.

In the second category, the protocol deploys a DHT-based structure that is used only
for addressing and routing. Nodes have fixed LIDs throughout the network lifetime,
and routing is performed based on the LIDs. This category does not use DHT-based
location service.

In the third category, a DHT-based structure is used for location services in addition
to addressing and routing. Contrary to the first and second categories, the location
services, routing, and addressing depend on each other, and any changes in one aspect
would influence the others.

We review the existing approaches related to the DHT-based routing paradigm for
MANETs by comparing the performance of different protocols against various pa-
rameters. We then identify the shortcomings of these protocols in the light of critical
challenges discussed in Section 2.2.4. The requirements summarized in Section 2.2.4
are vital to the optimal design of a scalable DHT-based routing protocol in MANETs.
By carefully analyzing the addressing schemes and LIS offered by different DHT-based
protocols, we conclude that there are two major correlated issues that require imme-
diate attention, namely the mismatch problem and the selection of the LS structure,
which directly or indirectly cause immense overhead, unequal LS utilization, and net-
work partitioning. An optimal solution to the mismatch problem would only be possible
if (1) the physical relationship of nodes is mapped exactly into the LIS, (2) a node takes
into account the physical intraneighbor relationship before computing its LID, and
(3) all physically close nodes are assigned LIDs that reflect their physical proximity.
This can only be accomplished if the LIS is flexible.

Merging of partitioned network is a potential research issue, especially in DHT-
based large-scale routing protocols for MANETs. None of the existing literature in
Sections 2.2.5 and 2.2.6 has addressed the issues related to merging detection and
merging of two distinct LIS over MANETs. Information loss and overhead at both
the control and data planes in case of network partitioning can be reduced by an
effective replication/replica management strategy. None of the existing literature in
Sections 2.2.5 and 2.2.6 has discussed replication/replica management in the context
of network partitioning and merging.

We believe that a better understanding of the current approaches paves the basis for
designing a new DHT-based routing protocol that can satisfy all of the requirements
presented by this survey. We intend to evaluate the performance of these protocols by
implementing them in a real-world application scenario.
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